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SECTION TITLE PAGE NO/PARA NO PROPOSED CHANGE                                                                                          Strike through deletion and new text italics and underlined Does this 

supersede a 

previous 

change? If so 

which? 

Where 

does this 

change 

come 

from? 

Ref 

number 

of  

change 

if 

applicab

le 

1 Index 2/Contents "Chapter 08: 

Delivering and monitoring the Core Strategy   Local Plan: Strategic Policies

No Grey

2 Index 2/Contents 1.6 Structure of the Core Strategy   Local Plan: Strategic Policies Grey

3 1.1 Introduction 2/title What is the Haringey Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies? Grey

4 1.1 Introduction 2/1.1.1 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will set out a vision and key policies for the future development of the borough up to 2026. Grey

5 1.1 Introduction 2/1.1.2 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will outline how the Council will address local and strategic development needs including housing, employment, leisure and retail provision. Grey

6 1.1 Introduction 2/1.1.2 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will cover the physical aspects of location and land use but also address other factors that make places attractive, sustainable and successful, such as 

social and economic matters. 

Grey

7 1.1 Introduction 2/1.1.3 Haringey’s Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will give spatial interpretation to the recently adopted Sustainable Community Strategy’s key outcomes: Grey

8 1.1 Introduction 2/1.1.4 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will also: Grey

9 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.5 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is the primary and strategic Development Plan Document (DPD) and is at the Heart of Haringey's Local Development Framework (LDF) Local Plan (Figure 

1.1).

Grey

10 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.6 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies guides the content of the other Local Development Documents (including Area Action Plans and Supplementary Planning Documents). Alongside the Core 

Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, the Council is also producing other Development Local Plan Documents: a North London Waste Plan, Area Action Plans for Wood Green, Tottenham High Road 

Corridor, Seven Sisters, Northumberland Park and Tottenham Hale.  

Grey

11 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.6 The work programme of the LDF Local Plan is set out in a Local Development Scheme 2007 (LDS). Grey

12 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.6 The LDF Local Plan will eventually replace Haringey's Unitary Development Plan (UDP) 2006 which sets out our current planning policies. Grey

13 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.7 Haringey’s Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is the key Development Plan Document. Grey

14 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.7 Together with the London Plan, and Haringey's emerging Development Management Policies and Neighbourhood Plan(s), these three documents make up the statutory 'development plan' for Haringey. Grey

15 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.8 Planning applications must be determined in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise (Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, Section 28 (6)). 

(Localism Act 2011). 

Grey

16 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.9 The process for preparing the Council's Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is set out below: Grey

17 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.9 3rd bullet Preparing the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies for 'proposed submission' consultation (May - June 2010). Grey

18 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.10 1st bullet Submission of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies to the government ('submission') for a public examination where the document is assessed by a Planning Inspector (March 2011). Grey

19 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.10 Adoption of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies by the Council (June/July 2011) (2012). Grey

20 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.11 The preparation of Haringey’s Core Strategy: Local Plan Strategic Policies involved two main stages of public involvement and consultation. Grey

21 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.11 The results of this consultation helped to inform the development of the Core Strategy: Local Plan Strategic Policies Preferred Options. Grey

22 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.12 Involvement of key stakeholders, for example infrastructure providers and neighbouring boroughs, took place throughout the preparation of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. Grey

23 1.1 Introduction 4/1.1.12 The comments and input received from the consultations were taken into consideration in the drafting of this version of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. Grey

24 1.1 Introduction 5/1.1.13 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is a key strategic document for Haringey and will have a major effect on the future development of the borough. Grey

25 1.1 Introduction 5/1.1.13 The Council has commissioned and collected a wide range of studies and information to inform the preparation of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies (also known as ‘evidence base’). Grey

26 1.1 Introduction 5/1.1.14 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies needs to take into account other plans and strategies that influence the borough. In accordance with PPS12 ‘Local Spatial Planning’ the Core Strategy the 

NPPF the Local Plan: Strategic Policies should be in alignment with  the priorities  identified  in the sustainable  community strategy.

Grey

27 1.1 Introduction 5/1.1.15 The Core Strategy Local Plan Strategic Policies will seek to contribute to achieving the vision in Haringey’s Sustainable Community Strategy which is ‘a place for diverse communities that people are proud 

to belong to’. 

Grey

28 1.1 Introduction 6/1.1.16 Other strategies relevant to the Local Development Framework Local Plan include: Grey

29 1.1 Introduction 3/1.1.6 At end of paragraph 1.1.6 insert the following: ‘ See Appendix 1 for details on saved UDP policies .’ No Green

30 1.1 Introduction 6/1.1.17 The Council’s Local Development Framework Local Plan documents must be consistent with national policy prepared by the government in Planning Policy Statements/Guidance (PPS/PPG) NPPF, unless 

there is strong evidence that an alternative approach is more appropriate in Haringey.

Grey

31 1.1 Introduction 6/1.1.17 The London Plan is expected to be significantly revised over the Core Strategy  plan period, with the recent Replacement London Plan consultation already taking place (October 2009 - January 2010) Grey

32 1.1 Introduction 6/1.1.17 Therefore, the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies has been drafted to provide a robust, locally distinctive policy for Haringey that does not repeat regional guidance, but also minimises risk to 

delivery from changes to the London Plan.

Grey

33 1.1 Introduction 7/1.1.18 The preparation work for the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies included a Sustainability Appraisal to assess its environmental, social and economic impacts. Grey

34 1.1 Introduction 7/1.1.19 The Council carried out a Sustainability Appraisal and consulted on it at each of the stages in the production of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies - Issues and Options, Preferred Options and 

Proposed Submission.

Grey

35 1.1 Introduction 7/1.1.20 This assessed the likely impact of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies and its policies on specific groups in terms or race, gender, disabilities, age, sexual orientation and religion/beliefs. Grey
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36 1.1 Introduction 7/1.1.20 The Council also carried out an assessment to assess whether the Core Strategy's Local Plan: Strategic Policies emerging approach and policies were likely to have any significant impact on sites of 

European Importance for Habitats and Species, or an adverse impact on the integrity of those sites.

Grey

37
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

14 Add new bullet point to read as follows: Haringey has a mosaic of community groups and networks. This contributes to community spirit and cohesion, mutual aid, empowerment, representation, advocacy 

and the desire for improvements to services, facilities and the environment. The Council's new Area Forum and governance structure will aim to support and enhance these networks. 

No Purple

38
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

14/1.3.1 It is important that our Local Plan: Strategic Policies Core Strategy for the future development of the borough is based on an understanding of the characteristics that make Haringey what it is and 

knowledge of how it is likely to change

Grey

39
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

15 Delete first bullet point and replace with the following: ’30% of Haringey’s population live in the 10% most deprived areas in the country.  The vast bulk of this population live in the central and eastern parts 

of the borough.’

No Purple

40
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

16/1.3.3 The Core Strategy Local Plans: Strategic Policies aims to respond to local need by linking the strategic policies with all the Council’s Plans and strategies. Grey

41

1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

18/1.3.10 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies  Core Strategy  policies, specifically; Open Space and Biodiversity; Community Facilities, and Health and Wellbeing; Town Centres; Housing; Transport; and 

Employment, aim to meet the local priorities for this neighbourhood. 

Grey

42
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

21/1.3.15 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies Core Strategy policies , specifically Community Facilities; Design; Town Centres; Employment; Waste; Open Space and Biodiversity; and Housing, aim to meet the local 

priorities for this neighbourhood

Grey

43
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

24/1.3.19 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies  Core Strategy  policies, specifically Design; Community Infrastructure; Waste; Housing; Transport; and Town Centres aim to meet the local priorities for this 

neighbourhood. 

Grey

44
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

27/1.3.24 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies  The Core Strategy policies, specifically Housing; Transport; Conservation; Managing Growth; Employment; Open Space and Biodiversity; and Town Centres aim to 

meet the local priorities for this neighbourhood. 

Grey

45
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

30/1.3.29 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies   The Core Strategy policies, specifically, Design, Conservation, Waste, Community Facilities, Open Space and Biodiversity, Housing, Town Centres, and Employment, 

aim to deliver the priorities of this neighbourhood. 

Grey

46
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

33/1.3.33  The Local Plan: Strategic Policies   The Core Strategy policies, , specifically, Housing; Transport; Town Centres; Employment; and Open Spaces and Biodiversity, aim to deliver the priorities of this 

neighbourhood. 

Grey

47
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

38 Delete last bullet point in Opportunities box No Purple

48
1.3 Making Haringey 

Distinctive

36/1.3.38  The Local Plan: Strategic Policies   The Core Strategy policies, , specifically, Housing; Transport; Town Centres; Employment; and Open Spaces and Biodiversity, aim to deliver the priorities of this 

neighbourhood. 

Grey

49
1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

39/1.4.1 In developing a strategy to guide change and development up to 2026, there are a number of social, environmental and economic challenges that the Council needs to respond to. These challenges are 

cross cutting issues which shape Haringey’s Local Plan: Strategic Policies a Core Strategy. The key challenges are as follows:

Grey

50
1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

39/1.4.2 For consistency of figures amend second sentence of paragraph 1.4.2 as follows: "The current population is estimated to be around 228,837 approximately 230,000 " No Green

51
1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

43/1.4.20 Amend second sentence of paragraph 1.4.20 to read:

"We need to respond to this by greatly reducing Haringey's impact on the environment by planning measures to deal with the cause and  effects of climate change in the borough".

No. Green

52

1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

43/1.4.21 At the end of paragraph 1.4.21 insert the following:

"The whole of the borough of Haringey is an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) for the pollutants of NO2 (Nitrogen Dioxide) and PM10 particulates which are the most prominent air pollutants. The 

dominant source of NO2 and PM10 emissions in Haringey is road transport with a variety of other sources contributing emissions. This has implications for air quality which is being addressed through the 

measures outlined in the Council’s Air Quality Action Plan".

No. Green

53
1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

44/1.4.23  change to newly added text (blue): The reuse of brownfield sites which have the potential for soil contamination should be remediated in line with paragraph 17 (point 8)  PPS23  of the NPPF and 

particular care should be taken in source protection zones for water abstraction. 

Grey

54

1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

New paragraph after 1.4.26 Add new paragraph after 1.4.26 to read: 

"There are currently 16 listed buildings and two conservation areas currently identified as being at risk within the borough on English Heritage's Register of Heritage at Risk. In addition, the borough faces the 

challenge of accommodating growth within its historic environment without harm to its historic significance".

No. Pink 15/4/1.4

55

1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

1.4.26 The Council will  use its available powers

to ensure the Haringey’s section of the English

Heritage 'Heritage at Risk' register is reduced, with

the ultimate aim of having no c ontains a minimal

number of heritage assets such as listed buildings

Haringey properties or conservation areas on the

register.

Yes 

Supersedes 

changes made 

in schedule of 

proposed minor 

changes  ref 

no. 15/5/1.4

Turquoise 15/43/1.4

56

1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

44/1.4.27 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies Core Strategy, will, therefore, promote socially inclusive communities through new development by: Grey

57

1.4 Challenges facing 

Haringey

45/1.4.32 Amend paragraph 1.4.32 to read as follows:

“The level of car ownership and car use continues to rise. Traffic volume on Haringey roads has reduced since 2001and there is evidence that car ownership has also stabilised in recent years. However, 

there are congestion hotspots including in town centres and on the strategic road network. which places increasing pressure on the borough’s roads and on parking . Travel patterns are becoming more 

complex, particularly at peak times with commuting and the “school run”. The borough is relatively well served by north-south routes, but movement east-west, particularly by public transport, is often difficult. 

Increasing High levels of  car use and road congestion can harm local air quality, and in turn affect the health of residents.”

No. Green

58 1.5 Vision and Objectives 46/sub title  Local Plan: Strategic Policies Core Strategy Vision Grey
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59

1.5 Vision and Objectives 47/1.5.4 Following consultation with stakeholders and the general public on the Core Strategy Issues and Options Report (December 2007) and the Preferred Options (May and June 2009) and the vision from the 

Sustainable Community Strategy the following vision has been developed specifically for the Core Strategy  Local Plan: Strategic Policies 

Grey

60 1.5 Vision and Objectives 49/ 1.5.5 Amend second last bullet to read as follows: "Support health and community well being - reducing inequalities in health and well being , particularly in the north east of the borough; and No Purple

61
1.5 Vision and Objectives 50/1.5.6 The Council has developed a series of strategic objectives that take forward the Sustainable Community Strategy’s strategic outcomes identified above and set out the basis for the  Local Plan: Strategic 

Policies  Core Strategy and its key policies

Grey

62 1.5 Vision and Objectives 50/51Table Core Strategy Strategic Policy (SP) Local Plan: Strategic Policies  Grey

63
1.6 Structure of the Core 

Strategy

52/1.6 Title Structure of the Local Plan: Strategic Policies   Core Strategy Grey

64
1.6 Structure of the Core 

Strategy

52/1.6.1 The main body of the  Local Plan: Strategic Policies  Core Strategy sets out the Council’s Spatial Strategy and policies for the future development of Haringey up to 2026 to meet the vision and objectives 

set out above and respond to the challenges we face

Grey

65
1.6 Structure of the Core 

Strategy

52/1.6.2 Finally section 8 sets out how the  Local Plan: Strategic Policies Core Strategy  will be implemented through providing necessary infrastructure and working with partners and stakeholders. Grey

66 2.1 Haringey's Spatial 

Strategy

56

After 2.1.10

NEW POLICY

Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development

When considering development proposals the Council will take a positive approach that reflects the presumption in favour of sustainable development contained in the National Planning 

Policy Framework (NPPF).  The Council will always work proactively with applicants to find solutions, which mean that proposals can be approved wherever possible and to secure 

development that improves the economic social and environmental conditions in Haringey. Planning applications that accord with the policies in Haringey’s Local Plan (and, where relevant, 

with policies in neighbourhood plans) will be approved without delay, unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  

Where there are no policies relevant to the application or relevant policies are out of date at the time of making the decision, then the Council will grant permission unless material 

considerations indicate otherwise – taking into account whether: 

Any adverse impacts of granting permission would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies of the NPPF taken as a whole; or

Specific policies in the NPPF indicate that development should be restricted.

Grey

67
2.1 Haringey's Spatial 

Strategy

54/2.1.2 In paragraph 2.1.2 replace ’11,195’ with ’ 13,000 ’ No Green

68
2.1 Haringey's Spatial 

Strategy

54/2.1.3 However, the Council envisages such development is likely to be of an incremental nature as smaller housing sites come forward for redevelopment and will be assessed in accordance with this Local Plan: 

Strategic Policies  Core Strategy and other planning  policies.

Grey

69
2.1 Haringey's Spatial 

Strategy

55/fig text Figure 2.1 Haringey   Local Plan: Strategic Policies  Core Strategy Key Diagram Grey

70

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 59 Amend 3rd bullet point to read: "Provide 4,880 new homes and the majority of new business floorspace up to 2026" This has been 

superseded by 

reference  72 

below. 

Pink 34/7/3.1

71
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 59 Replace second sentence of policy with the following: " The Council will maximise the supply of additional housing to meet or exceed the target of 8,200 homes from 2011-2021 (820 units per annum). The 

Council will seek to exceed this target until it is replaced by a revised London Plan targe t."

No Orange

72

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 59 In the third bullet point in SP1 replace ‘5,175’ with ‘ approximately 5,000 ’ Yes, this 

supersedes 

change made 

in response to 

comment ref. 

34/7/3.1

Green

73
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 60/3.1.3 The Local Plan: Strategic Policies  Core Strategy will direct development to the most appropriate locations, so that housing growth is supported by sufficient jobs and key infrastructure including community 

facilities such as health, education and sports facilities. 

Grey

74

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 60 After paragraph 3.1.5 insert new paragraph as follows: ‘ Haringey Growth Areas – these are areas with the greatest capacity for growth. It is expected that the most significant amount of houses, jobs and 

infrastructure will be delivered in these areas over the plan period. 

 Areas of Change – these are areas with considerable potential for growth, though on a lesser scale than growth areas. These areas are appropriately located to support growth and contain identified sites 

which are available and suitable for development.   

 Areas of Limited Change – these are areas in which expected growth is likely to be small scale and be of an incremental nature.'

No Green
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75

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 60 After new paragraph above insert additional new paragraph as follows (Please see complete table in Matter 1 paragraph 4.12):  “The following housing figures are indicative ranges in these broad areas over 

the plan period Location & total number of dwellings 0-5 years

(2011/12 -2015/16) 6-10 years (2016/17-20/21) 11-15 years (2021/22-2025/26)

Haringey Heartlands

1430 units 300 1050 80

Tottenham Hale

3410 units 1710 1600 100

Wood Green Metropolitan Town Centre

290 units 0 92 198

Northumberland Park

410 units 50 285 75

Seven Sisters Corridor

767 527 240 0

Tottenham High Road

623 units 245 202 176

No Green

76

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 63/new Para after original 3.1.10  The sites within the Tottenham Hale Growth Area have undergone the Sequential Test (and where necessary the Exception Test) in accordance with paragraph 100 of the NPPF Planning Policy Statement 

25 (PPS25): Development and Flood Risk. This has ensured that there are no alternative sites of lower flood risk where the development can be located (see the Sequential Test report for Tottenham Hale). 

Grey

77 3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 63/3.1.10 Insert " Navigation "  into the last sentence of paragraph 3.1.10 after the word River Lee. No Pink 5/4/3.1

78
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 63 In Council's aspirations box insert new bullet point after second bullet point to read: “The provision of additional open space, play areas and community facilities as required by development of the area in 

order to meet the needs of the resident population”.

No Green

79 3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 63/3.1.11 In third sentence of paragraph 3.1.11 replace "2,500" with "3,400" No Pink 34/7/3.1

80

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 65/3.1.14 At the end of paragraph  3.1.14 insert the following:

There are planned and potential improvements to the Tottenham Hale Station as a strategic interchange. These include improving access within the station for easy flow between train, tube and buses, and 

improve accessibility for all.  Increasing the track numbers to four for sections of the West Anglia line is currently being investigated by Network Rail, and this would require an additional platform at 

Tottenham Hale station and potentially at other stations on the line.  

No Purple 

81

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth After 3.1.26 Suggest an addition to the text to read – “For an up-to-date position on all school performance data please refer to the Department for Education data at www.education.gov.uk' No Turquoise 112/4/3.1

82 3.1 SP1 Managing Growth 72/3.1.35 For clarity and consistency, paragraph should refer to: "St Ann's Hospital Site " No Purple 
83 3.1 SP1 Managing Growth 74 For clarity and consistency, bullet point should refer to: "St Ann's Hospital Site " No Purple 

84
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 74 In Council's aspirations box delete second bullet point and replace with the following:  “Potential for new housing, social infrastructure including, where appropriate and viable, the provision of new green 

space, and community facilities”. 

No Green

85
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 74 Delete third bullet point and replace with the following: "Opportunity for ensuring that the Seven Sisters area and the tube and train station provides land marks/gateways to aid legibility through 

redevelopment and/or renewal "

No Purple 

86

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 74 Delete fifth bullet point and replace with the following: "Wards Corner regeneration should deliver new  houses, shops and public realm improvements through redevelopment and/or renewal" No Purple 

87

3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 77 Remove Indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP1 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP1 is set out in 

the Council's Housing Trajectory and Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan) " 

No Purple 

88
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 77/in new text to replace indicators 

box

3.1.49 SP1 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the  Local Plan: Strategic Policies   Core Strategy grey

89
3.1 SP 1 Managing Growth 77/Key Evidence and references Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivery Sustainable Development, Department of Communities and Local Government, 2005

National Planning Policy Framework 2012

grey

90 3.2 SP 2 Housing 78/3.2.1 This section of the  Local Plan: Strategic Policies   Core Strategy looks at: grey

91

3.2 SP 2 Housing 78/3.2.2 Amend paragraph 3.2.2 as follows: 'The Council will seek to ensure that everyone has the opportunity to live in a decent home at a price they can afford and  in a community where they want to live. The 

Council will therefore seek to establish a plentiful supply and a broad range of homes to meet the needs of particular groups of people over the life of the Core Strategy. As the objective in Section 1 sets out, 

the Council aims to deliver the housing target of 820 units per annum and  wishes to provide homes to meet Haringey's housing needs and to deliver the housing target of 680 units per annum, in terms of 

affordability, quality, diversity and creating mixed communities. This policy also performs well against the housing sustainability appraisal objectives.'

No Orange

92
3.2 SP 2 Housing 78/3.2.2 The Council will therefore seek to establish a plentiful supply and a broad range of homes to meet the needs of particular groups of people over the life of the   Local Plan: Strategic Policies    Core 

Strategy. 

grey

93
3.2 SP 2 Housing 78 After the section 'Sustainable Community' and before the policy box insert the following: 'Strategic Policy 2 is in line with the Council's Housing Strategy 2009-2019 which sets out the vision to create: 

Neighbourhoods that people choose to live in with a balance of different types of homes, which offer quality, affordability and sustainability for current and future generations.'  

No Orange
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94

3.2 SP 2 Housing 79 Delete first paragraph in SP2 and replace with the following: " The Council will aim to provide homes to meet Haringey’s housing needs and to make full use of Haringey's capacity for housing by maximising 

the supply of additional housing to meet and exceed the target of 8,200 homes from 2011-2021 (820 units per annum). The Council will seek to exceed this target until it is replaced by a revised London 

Plan targe t."

Yes. This is an 

addition to 

comments to 

Additional Reg 

27 ref. no. 

22/36/3.2. Note 

that the last 

sentence has 

been deleted, 

as instructed by 

very minor 

mods sheet 

(row 55)

Orange

95
3.2 SP2 Housing 79 Delete 5th bullet point in SP2 and replace with: "Subject to viability, sites capable of delivering ten or more units, will be required to meet a borough wide affordable housing target of 50%, based on habitable 

rooms"

No. Peach

96
3.2 SP2 Housing 79 Amend 6th bullet point to read: "Delivering an affordable housing tenure split of 70% Social Rented Housing Affordable Rent  (including social rent)  and 30% Intermediate Housing" No. Orange

97
3.2 SP 2 Housing 79 In the policy box point 4. amend as follows: 'Is built to 100% Lifetime Homes Standards with a minimum of at least 10% wheelchair accessible housing or easily adaptable for wheelchair users with an 

aspiration for 20%. Units should range in size to accommodate various living needs including growing families and live-in carers. allow families to stay together, and accommodate live-in carers.' 

No Orange

98

3.2 SP 2 Housing 79 After bullet point 8 add the following: "Schemes below the ten unit threshold will be required to provide 20% affordable housing on site, based on habitable rooms, or provide financial contributions towards 

affordable housing provision. The preferred affordable housing mix, in terms of unit size and type of dwellings on individual schemes will be determined through negotiation, scheme viability assessments 

and driven by up to date assessments of local housing need, as set out in the housing SPD."

No Brown 

99
3.2 SP 2 Housing 80/3.2.3 Para 3.2.3 amend as follows: 'The London Plan sets a London-wide target of 322,100  305,000 additional homes from 2011/12 - 2021/22 2006/07-2016/17 and a Haringey target of 8,200 6,800  additional 

dwellings (a target of 820  680 additional homes per annum).'

No Orange

100 3.2 SP 2 Housing 80/3.2.4+5 Delete paragraphs 3.2.4 and 3.2.5 No Orange

101

80/3.2.6 Replace paragraph with following: 

'The Council's annual housing target is provided through:

Development and redevelopment on large sites (over 0.25ha) and small sites (below 0.25ha), and conversions from residential and non-residential properties.

Non-self contained homes (these area homes that share common facilities or services, such as hostels, residential care homes and student accommodation); and

Vacant properties brought back into use (these are homes that have been unused for at least six months).'

No Orange

102

3.2 SP2 Housing 80/3.2.7 In paragraph 3.2.7, in the third sentence replace ‘total 11,195’ with ‘ be approximately 13,000 .’ In fourth sentence replace '680' with ' 820' Yes. This 

superseded 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref. no, 

34/8/3.2

Green

103
3.2 SP2 Housing 80/3.2.7 In paragraph 3.2.7, in the fourth sentence amend as follows: "The borough's housing trajectory also  demonstrates that  the council ….(see appendix  2) over the plan period" No Brown 

104

3.2 SP2 Housing 80/3.2.7 Haringey produces an annual housing trajectory as part of its Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) and in line with paragraph 47 of the NPPF PPS3 Housing. 

The housing trajectory shows which sites are expected to come forward over the next 15 years and measures Haringey’s performance in meeting its strategic housing target. For the period 2011/12 - 2026, 

the housing trajectory shows that the supply of additional homes is expected to be approximately 13,000. The borough’s housing trajectory also demonstrates that the Council is likely to exceed the a nnual 

target of 820 units  annual target  (see Appendix 2) over the plan period, and is capable of bringing forward additional sites from future years to meet the requirement of an additional 5% buffer, 

as set out in the NPPF, to ensure future housing needs are met. In doing this, the Council will seek to enable the development of 861 new homes per year; or 5% above the Council’s housing 

target. In addition, it is expected that over this  the plan period  there will be sites that come forward for housing other than those already identified. These sites are known as “windfall sites” and will 

contribute towards meeting the housing need in Haringey. Such sites will be assessed to ensure that they meet the needs of the community and do not harm the surrounding environment.

No Grey

105

3.2 SP 2 Housing 82/3.2.8 Delete 3.2.8 and replace with the following additional paragraphs: ‘The Council will expect all new development to be built to the highest quality standards, in line with the London Housing Design Guide and 

will assess housing densities in planning applications in line with those set out in the London Plan Density Matrix (Table 3A.2)  while taking account of Haringey’s urban, suburban and central density 

settings. Appropriate density ranges are related to setting in terms of location, existing building form and massing and the index of Public Transport Accessibility Levels (PTAL). The Council  will adopt a 

‘design-led’ approach to density.’ 

Yes. This 

supersedes 

comments to 

Reg 27 ref. 

no.s 4/28/3.2, 

26/29/3.2, 

39/7/3.2, 

22/9/3.2 

Purple 

106

3.2 SP 2 Housing 82/3.2.9 Delete text up to: 'An Investment programme is underway..' and change from then on as follows: ''An investment programme  was carried out to improve the condition of the Council’s social housing stock 

following  as part of the Government’s 2007 – 2010 Decent Homes programme with similar improvements being carried out by other social landlords in the borough. At In  As o f March 2010, 27.5% of 

Council stock did not meet the Decent Homes Standards. Some areas in the borough have a wide range of  wider environmental issues....

No Orange 

and very 

minor 

changes 

(yellow)
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107
3.2 SP 2 Housing 82/3.2.9 After the sentence ending "with similar improvements being carried out by other social landlords in the borough." add the following :  " In March 2010, 27.5% of Council stock did not meet the Descent Homes 

Standards"

No Brown 

108 3.2 SP 2 Housing 82/3.2.10 Remove paragraph from here No Orange

109
3.2 SP 2 Housing 82/3.2.11 Insert addition to  last sentence of paragraph 3.2.11  to read: "..and that all new affordable housing funded through the Affordable Homes programme meets or exceeds the minimum standard required by 

HCA"

No Brown 

110

3.2 SP2 Housing 82/3.2.11 Insert new sentence at the end of paragraph 3.2.11  (after further additions made as a result of Affordable Housing Viability Study) to read: “In addition, the Council will expect good quality housing deign to 

be contextually sensitive so that it positively contributes to the local and historic character of an area/neighbourhood. Please see SP11 Design for the Council’s approach to good quality design".

Yes partly - this 

supersedes 

change put 

forward in the 

additional rag 

27 consultation 

document.

Peach

111

3.2 SP2 Housing 82/3.2.12 Remove text inserted at Add Reg 27 stage i.e. paragraph beginning 'The Council's Housing Strategy… and ending '..creating the Greenest Borough.' Yes. 

Amendment 

made at Add 

Reg 27 

consultation 

document. 

Orange

112

3.2 SP 2 Housing 83/3.2.13 Replace 3.2.13 with the following: 'The Council recognises that converted and shared houses are an important source of housing in the borough, especially for small and low income households.  

Conversions and Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) will have to meet all design and space standards set out in the Housing SPD, the London Housing Design Guide, and other relevant design 

guidance, in terms of minimum floorspace, habitable rooms, layout, dwelling mix, amenity space and privacy, and have a positive impact on the amenity, streetscape and character of the surrounding area of 

the development. Further detail on conversions and HMOs is contained in the Development Management DPD’ (Move this paragraph to ahead of 3.2.19 when finalising all changes ).

No Green

113 3.2 SP 2 Housing 83 Insert sub heading after paragraph 3.2.13 to read: ‘ Meeting Housing Need ’ No Green

114
3.2 SP 2 Housing 83 Move paragraph 3.2.18 page 84 to sit under new proposed sub heading ‘Meeting Housing Need’ and insert following words at the beginning of first sentence to read: ‘ Haringey’s Resident Survey 2009 

showed that …’

No Green

115
3.2 SP 2 Housing 83 Insert new paragraph after paragraph above (previous 3.2.18) to read: ‘ The North London sub-region Strategic Housing Market Assessment (2011) sets out the overall amount of housing required in the 

borough in the first five years of the Plan, and informs the housing mix, household size, the need for, and level of, specialist housing to be provided to meet the borough’s housing need .’ 

No Green

116

3.2 SP 2 Housing 83/3.2.16 Insert proposed post submission change (and as detailed in Council's response to Matter 2 Issue 2.7, para 7.1) Amend second paragraph as a result of hearing discussion: "In order to encourage mixed and 

balanced communities, the Council will aim to ensure that an adequate mix of dwelling sizes is delivered within new development, while protecting existing family housing. The lack of family housing in 

Haringey has resulted in a significant issue of overcrowding. The demand for family housing and characteristics of overcrowding differ by tenure and ethnic origin, with some groups seven times more likely 

to be living in overcrowded housing than white British households (North London SHMA 2010). Low to median income households with large families are also  likely to be more affected by overcrowding 

due to the lack of choice of available affordable family homes. Responding to these issues is a priority of the Council. Along with the provision of new and affordable housing, the Council will aim to meet the 

need for family housing and alleviate the problem of overcrowding through a number of other approaches such as: assisting smaller households living in overcrowded properties to find their own home; and 

assisting residents living 

in under occupied properties to find more suitable accommodation"  

Yes. This 

supersedes  

LBH proposed 

minor change 

as submitted to 

the Inspector 

March 2011.  

Purple 

117

3.2 SP 2 Housing 83/before 3.2.17  In line with the NPPF PPS3, affordable housing is defined as that provided to eligible households whose needs are not met by the market. Grey

118

3.2 SP 2 Housing 83 Under sub heading 'Affordable Housing' insert the following paragraphs: ‘ In line with PPS3, affordable housing is defined as that provided to eligible households whose needs are not met by the market. 

Types of affordable housing include social rented, affordable rented and intermediate housing.’ ‘ Within this definition of affordable housing T he Council require a range of products and an appropriate 

balance of affordable housing to meet housing need in the borough. The strategic target for tenure split is currently  70% affordable rent (including social rent)  and 30% intermediate affordable housing 

products. This is based on current evidence of housing need and affordability in the borough.’ 

No Green
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119

3.2 SP 2 Housing 83/3.2.17 Delete 3.2.17 and replace with the following: "The SHMA (2011) provides clear evidence of housing need in the borough, both for affordable and market housing.  Within this, there is a significant need 

among those on lower incomes for affordable housing at a level equal to social rents.  Consequently developers of private housing will be expected to deliver affordable housing at rent levels that are truly 

affordable to local people, having regard to local housing need and affordability.”

Yes. This 

supersedes the 

LBH change as 

proposed in 

response to 

Matter 2, Issue 

2.11 to provide 

further clarity. 

Orange

120

3.2 SP 2 Housing 83 Insert new paragraph after 3.2.17 to read as follows: ‘ The SHMA identifies a need for all sizes and tenures of housing, especially affordable one bedroom units, market and affordable two bedroom units, 

market and affordable 3 or more bedroom units. This represents a challenge for the borough in that many of those in priority need and in temporary accommodation require larger units. The Council will work 

closely with Registered Providers and private developers it's partners  to ensure the provision of suitable and adequate mix of tenures and sizes of dwellings are provided over the plan period in accordance 

with SP2 and the Housing SPD, specifically Tables 7.1 and 7.3 .’    

Further 

amendments 

(in blue) made 

to Council's 

proposed 

change 

(submitted to 

Inspector 

07/06/11) 

following 

Hearing 1 

Matter 2 in 

relation to Issue 

2.11, as agreed 

with 

participants

Green

121 3.2 SP 2 Housing 84/3.2.19 Delete paragraph 3.2.19. This information has been updated with SHMA findings. No Green

122

3.2 SP 2 Housing 84/3.2.20 Delete 3.2.20 and replace with the following: ‘Housing developments with the capacity to provide 10 or more units will be required to deliver affordable housing to meet an overall borough target of 50%. This 

provision will depend on the location, scheme details and site characteristics.

No Green

123

3.2 SP 2 Housing 84/3.2.20 delete the text which was added after the new text (e.g. after "scheme details and site characteristics"):  " The Council commissioned a strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) jointly with seven 

boroughs  in 2009; however, the results have not yet been published  in their final form. It is clear from the preliminary results of the SHMA that there is a very high level of housing need in the borough  and 

that most of this consists of a requirement for social rented housing. This is consistent with previous assessments of housing need in Haringey - in particular the Housing Needs Survey of 2007. It is clear 

from this work that housing needs level in the borough can justify a target of at least 50% affordable housing on all new residential developments of ten or more units. The SHMA will provide further evidence 

to support policy development in relation to tenure split. 

and add: 

Haringey's Affordable Housing Viability Study (October 2010) demonstrates that a 50% affordable housing target is achievable and viable, if applied sensitively. In terms  of viability, the study  also 

concludes that schemes below the ten unit threshold can provide 20% affordable housing  on site , based on habitable rooms, 

or provide financial contribution towards affordable housing provision. 

During the downturn in the housing market each scheme will 

be examined carefully in order not to restrain residential 

development. Further detail on negotiating affordable housing can be found in the Development Plan DPD. "

No Brown and 

yellow (on 

very minor 

council 

changes 

spreadshe

et)

124
3.2 SP 2 Housing 84/3.2.22 Amend second sentence in 3.2.22 to read as follows: ‘ The Council recognises that off-site provision misses the opportunity for creating mixed and balanced communities and will only be acceptable in 

exceptional circumstances,  where the Council is satisfied..."…’

No Green and 

Purple
125 3.2 SP 2 Housing 84/3.2.23 At the beginning of the first sentence in 3.2.23 insert the following:  ‘ Only in exceptional circumstances …’  No Green
126 3.2 SP 2 Housing 83 Add new sentence to the end of section titled 'Lifetime Homes etc': "Further detail on the requirements of these groups is set out in the Council's Infrastructure Delivery Plan". No Pink 4/34/3.2

127

3.2 SP 2 Housing 85/3.2.24 For clarity and improved referencing amend paragraph 3.2.24 as follows: First and second sentence to remain as paragraph 3.2.24, add new sentence at end to read: " Further detail on housing for 

vulnerable people and for older people will be set out in the Development Management DPD ". Start new paragraph to read as follows: "The Council recognises the changing needs of housing provision for 

older residents.  Haringey's Older People's Housing Strategy 2011-2021 sets out the Council's approach to delivering appropriate housing choices for older people in the borough. " Move this amended 

paragraph to end of section titled Lifetime Homes and housing for specific needs. 

No Purple 

128
3.2 SP 2 Housing 85/3.2.26 Amend first sentence of 3.2.26 to read: "The Council's first draft Borough Investment Plan (BIP) September 2010 highlights…." No Brown

129
3.2 SP2 Housing 85/3.2.27 Amend last sentence of paragraph to read: "These projects will create mixed and sustainable communities by delivering new housing across a range of tenures and sizes, and by recognising supported 

housing requirements for vulnerable people and promoting training and employment opportunities". 

No Orange

130

3.2 SP 2 Housing 86 Remove Indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP2 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP2 is set out in 

the Council's Housing Trajectory and Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan) "

No Purple
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131
3.2 SP 2 Housing 86/before key evidence and 

references

SP2 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Local Plan: Strategic Policies   Core Strategy grey

132
3.2 SP 2 Housing 86/ key evidence and ref Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing, Department of Communities and Local Government 2006

National Planning Policy Framework 2012

grey

133
3.2 SP 2 Housing 86 Under Key Evidence and References on page 86, insert: 'Affordable Housing Viability Study, Haringey 2010 ' No Pink 21/7/3.2

134
3.2 SP 2 Housing 86 Add new reference: 'Haringey's Older People's Housing Strategy 2011 - 2021, London Borough of Haringey 2011' No Purple

135

3.3 SP3 Gypsies and 

Travellers

87 Insert the following paragraphs before the policy box SP3: ‘ One of the key priorities for Haringey is to provide a home for everyone in a safe environment with access to services and facilities. The Council 

will ensure that the needs of Gypsy and Traveller communities are met in a fair and equal way which respects their traditional and nomadic way of life. The Council will work with its partners to identify and 

deliver suitable sites for Gypsies and travellers in the borough, in line with national policy and the London Plan. The Council will aim to promote appropriate and well managed sites to meet the needs of the 

Gypsy and Traveller communities and, to ensure integration with surrounding communities. New potential sites will be identified in the Site Allocations DPD. ’ 

Yes. This 

supersedes 

LBH 

amendment in 

Schedule of 

Minor Changes 

submitted 

March 2011, 

row 76

Green

136
3.3 SP3 Gypsies and 

Travellers

88 Remove Indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP3 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. "

No Purple

137
3.3 SP3 Gypsies and 

Travellers

88/key evidence and ref Circular 01/2006 Planning for Gypsies and Traveller Caravan Sites, Department of Communities and Local Government 2006

National Planning Policy Framework 2012 

grey

138 4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

90/4.1.1  Local Plan: Strategic Policies   The Core Strategy has an important role in reducing Haringey’s environmental impact and achieving sustainable development – meeting our social, environmental and 

economic needs in ways that protect the environment and do  not harm our ability to meet our needs in the future.

grey

139 4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

91/SP4 Over the life time of the  Local Plan: Strategic Policies   Core Strategy, reducing energy use in buildings and working towards a low carbon borough will be one of the key challenges facing Haringey. grey

140 4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

91/SP4 From 2011 onwards, all new residential development will achieve a minimum 44% 25% reduction in total (regulated) CO2 emissions in line with Code for Sustainable Homes Level 4 energy standards, and 

should aim to achieve Level 6. All new residential development shall be zero carbon from 2016 onwards; and

grey

141 4.2 SP5 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

98/SP5 All development in these areas will take account of flood risk vulnerability classification as set out in Table D.2  paragraph 100 of in the NPPF PPS 25 and will apply the NPPF PPS25 Sequential Test and 

Exception Test 

grey

142

4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

93/4.1.10 Delete 4.1.10 and replace with new paragraph to be inserted after 4.1.13 as follows: “ Carbon reduction standards for residential buildings are expected to get stricter between 2011-2016 and for non-

domestic buildings; the standard will be zero carbon by 2019. The Council may test higher carbon reduction targets through the Area Action Plans,  and may set higher standards to be achieved in other 

Development Plan Documents in response to future national, regional and local guidance and evidence. " 

This has been 

superseded by 

a very minor 

mods change 

(outlined in the 

spreadsheet of 

the same 

name) row 77

Green and 

purple and 

yellow 

(from very 

minor 

mods 

spreadshe

et)

143
4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

93/4.1.11 The equivalent of CO2 reduction targets in Code Level 4 for Sustainable Homes is 44% 25% reduction in total regulated CO2 emissions in comparison with total emissions from a building which complies with 

200610 Building Regulations”.

grey

144

4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

93/4.1.13 At end of paragraph (old 4.1.13- new 4.1.18) add new sentence to read as follows: "Further guidance on low carbon buildings, energy hierarchy, and the decentralised energy an renewable energy options 

are set out in the Development Management DPD and the  Sustainable Design and Construction SPD (draft )"

This has been 

superseded by 

a very minor 

mods change 

(outlined in the 

spreadsheet of 

the same 

name) row 77

Purple

145
4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

94/ 4.1.15 Insert word "predominantly"  between "energy" and "means" No Purple

146

4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

94/4.1.17 Amend paragraph 4.1.17 to read as follows:

“Major developments should assess connection the practicality and viability of connecting to existing heating and cooling networks, provision of site-wide Combined Cooling Heat and Power network, and 

communal heating and cooling systems.” 

 

No Green

147

4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

96 Insert new paragraph after 4.1.20 to read as follows: “ This list of sites identified in Figure 4.1 is not exhaustive. The Council will welcome new sites, opportunities and proposals to come forward through the 

development process and future assessments.  The Council will also work with the GLA to identify further sites for DE options and renewable energy generation where possible in line with the Mayor’s 

London Plan. 

No. Green

148
4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

97/New sentence at end of 4.1.23 Retrofitting measures must have due regard for historic significance , as set out in objective HE1.3 of  PPS5.  in the NPPF grey

149
4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

97/New Para after 4.1.24 SP4 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy  Local Plan: Strategic Policies   grey
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150

4.1 SP4 Working towards a 

Low Carbon Haringey

97 Insert new paragraph after 4.1.24 to read as follows: "SP4 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual Monitoring Report 

will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP4 is set out in Appendix 4 

(Infrastructure Delivery Plan) "

No Purple

151

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

98 Delete 8th and 9th bullet points and replace with the following bullet points:  "Has carried out a joint SFRA (Strategic Flood Risk Assessment) Stage 1 for the whole borough; Has carried out a Sequential 

Test for the Core Strategy Areas of Development (Growth Areas and Areas of Change). ”

Yes. This 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref. no. 

16/10/4.2

Green

152

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

98 Insert additional bullet point after 8th bullet point (amended), as follows: “ Haringey is carrying out, in association with other North London Boroughs in the Drain London sub-region, a Surface Water 

Management Plan to identify issues with drainage networks and the effects of new development.  “

No Green

153

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

99/4.2.3 At the end of paragraph 4.2.3 insert the following:

 “Haringey will require the incorporation of water saving measures and equipment in all new development in order to meet the London Plan water consumption targets of 105l/p/d.”

No Green

154

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

99 Insert additional paragraphs after 4.2.3 as follows:

 “Sewage Services (as heading)

Haringey is served by both Beckton (Newham) and Morden (Twickenham) main sewage treatment works. Thames Water own and manage the network of public foul and surface water sewers in Haringey 

and in London. Thames Water is implementing a number of Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive / Water Framework legislation-driven projects to improve the quality of water within London’s rivers. 

These include improvements to the five largest Sewage Treatment Works (STW) discharging into the tidal reaches of the River Thames, to treat sewage to a higher standard before discharge and to fully 

treat more flow, as well as the proposed London Tideway Tunnels (Thames Tunnel and Lee Tunnel), each of which will deal with combined sewer overflows (CSOs), and also the partial replacement of the 

Deephams sewage treatment works. Of significant strategic importance for London will be the proposed Lee Tunnel and the Thames Tunnel which aim to reduce the incidence of sewage discharges into the 

River Lee and the Thames respectively .“

No Green

155

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

100/new text of 4.2.5 Where a risk of flooding is identified, a Sequential Test will be required, as set out in paragraph 100 of the NPPF  PPS25. grey

156

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

100 After 4.2.5 insert following additional paragraphs: “ The Flood and Water Management Act 2010 brings responsibilities to local authorities for more comprehensive management of flood risk for people, 

homes and businesses. Haringey forms part of the Drain London Forum, a partnership including London boroughs, the Environment Agency and the Mayor of London which is formed to ensure the 

requirements from the Flood and Water Management Act 2010 are met in producing a Surface Water Management Plan (SWMP). The development of SWMPs include a Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment 

for Haringey and other the other sub-regional boroughs to investigate and address flood risk problems.  Haringey will maintain a public register of Flood Risk Management assets by 2015.  Following the 

PFRA, the council will: Finalise a Surface Water Management Plan; Prepare a Hazard Map for 2013; and Prepare a Flood Risk Management Plan for 2015 .”

No Green

157

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

100/end of added bit to Para 4.2.5 Sequential Tests will be conducted to ensure proposals are in accordance with paragraph 100 of the NPPF PPS25, and flood risk assessments for individual development proposals will need to 

demonstrate that development is safe. 

grey

158

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

100 Insert new paragraph after 4.2.6 to read as follows: "SP5 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual Monitoring Report will 

be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP5 are set out in Appendix 4 

(Infrastructure Delivery Plan) " 

No Purple

159

4.2 SP5 Water 

Management and Flooding

100/after 4.2.6 SP5 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies   

160

4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

102 Delete 6th bullet point and replace with the following: "Continue working with its partners in the North London Waste Authority to adopt the Joint Waste Plan, the North London Waste Plan (NLWP) which has 

identified locations suitable for waste management facilities to meet the London Plan apportionment of 1.9m tonnes and the Haringey apportionment of 237,000 tonnes .”

Yes. This 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref no. 

22/2/4.3 

Green

161
4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

103/4.3.5 Insert additional bullet point to 4.3.5 to read as follows: “ The NLWP has made no site specific provision for hazardous waste , existing facilities are safeguarded and any application  for new facilities will be 

treated on its merits in line with policy 7– Hazardous Waste as  set out in the North London Waste Plan. ”

No Green

162
4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

103/after 4.3.5 SP6 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the  Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies.  grey

163

4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

104 Insert additional indicator, in line with NLWP as follows: "Amount of construction, demolition and excavation waste sent to landfill" Superseded by 

additional 

paragraph (as 

set out below in 

ref164). 

However, this 

indicator has 

been included 

in list of 

indicators in 

appendix 4

Purple
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164

4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

104 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP6 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP6 are set out in 

Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan)"

Yes. This 

supersedes the 

change above. 

Above change 

has now be 

incorporated 

into indicator 

appendix.

Purple

165
4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

104  Include reference to English Heritage web site

http://www.climatechangeandyourhome.org.uk/live/

No Turquoise 15/52/4.3

166
4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

104 Improved referencing & signposting: include 'Town and Country Planning Association's Policy Advice Note: Inland Waterways (July 2009)'  in the key evidence and reference list. No Pink 5/8/4.3

167

4.3 SP6 Waste and 

Recycling

104/key evidence and references Planning Policy Statement 25: Development and Flood Risk, Department of Communities and Local Government 2006.

Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning and the Historic Environment, Department of Communities and Local Government 2010. 

National Planning Policy Framework 2012

grey

168
4.4. SP7 Transport 105/4.4.1 At end of last sentence of 4.4.1 insert the following: “… , in line with the Government’s transport objectives set out in PPG13 Transport and the Mayor of London’s strategic transport approach in the London 

Plan ."

No Green

169
4.4. SP7 Transport 105/4.4.1 Strategic Policy 7 focuses on promoting sustainable travel and making sure all development is properly integrated with all forms of transport, in line with the Government’s transport objectives set out in 

section 4 of the NPPF PPG13 Transport and the Mayor of London’s strategic transport approach in the London Plan.

grey

170
4.4. SP7 Transport 105 Amend the first paragraph of SP7 to read as follows: “In line with London Plan Policies, the Local Implementation Plan (LIP) and the Mayor's Transport Strategy, the Council will work with its partners to , The 

Council will promote the following key…”

No Purple

171

4.4. SP7 Transport 106/4.4.3 Haringey’s Local Implementation Plan (LIP) sets out how the Council intends to deliver more sustainable transport, and is a key mechanism for the implementation of the transport objectives set out in the 

Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies.

grey

172 4.4. SP7 Transport 106 Amend second paragraph of SP7 to read as follows: “In line with the London Plan, the Council will work with its partners to, The Council will promote the following travel demand…” No Green

173
4.4 SP7 Transport 106/4.4.3 Add the following to the end of paragraph to read: "The Development Management DPD sets out further detail in relation to sustainable travel and road user hierarchy " No Purple

174

4.4. SP7 Transport 108/4.4.6 At end of last sentence of 4.4.6 insert new additional sentence as follows: “I n order to cater for the bulk of London’s forecast increased demand for travel arising from population growth, the London Plan 

(Policy 6.2) has identified a number of transport schemes to co-ordinate improved public transport capacity as closely as possible with development priorities and phasing. Although SP7 identifies the 

improvements relevant to Haringey, further detail of their phasing are set out in Appendix 3 ”.

This change 

supersedes the 

minor change 

made as a 

result of 

comment ref no 

22/13/3.1

Green

175

4.4. SP7 Transport 108/4.4.8 Delete 4.4.8 and replace with the following: “ The whole of the borough of Haringey is an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) for the pollutants of NO2 (Nitrogen Dioxide) and PM10 particulates which are 

the most prominent air pollutants. The dominant source of NO2 and PM10 emissions in Haringey is road transport with a variety of other sources contributing emissions. This has implications for air quality 

which is being addressed through the measures outlined in the Council’s Air Quality Action Plan. Haringey is already taking action to reduce existing pollution and to prevent new pollution. For example, 

monitoring has identified hotspots of poor air quality in the borough. As part of the requirements to control and reduce potential or actual pollution resulting from development in the borough, developers will 

be required to carry out relevant assessment and set out mitigating measures in line with the national guidance. Further detail on the Council’s approach to environmental protection is set out in the 

Development Management DPD and the Sustainable Design and Construction SPD ”.

This comment 

does 

supersede the 

minor changes 

made as a 

result of 

comments 

4/41/4.4 and

26/40/4.4. See 

also the 

Council's 

response to 

Inspector's 

Matter 4(5).

Green

176 4.4. SP7 Transport 108/4.4.9 At end of paragraph 4.4.8 insert the following: “ Please see SP14 Health and Well-being ”. No Green
177 4.4. SP7 Transport 109/4.4.10 At end of last sentence of 4.4.10 insert the following: “ also reflecting London Plan Policy Policy 6.10 Walking ”. No Green

178
4.4. SP7 Transport 109/4.4.14 At end of paragraph 4.4.14 insert the following sentence: “ In line with London Plan Policy  6.9,  Haringey will work with all relevant partners to bring about a significant increase in cycling in the borough ”. No Purple
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179

4.4. SP7 Transport 110 Insert new sub heading and paragraph after 4.4.19 as follows: 'The provision of transport infrastructure'  "The North London Sub Regional Transport Plan published by TfL in 2010 identified the transport 

challenges facing Haringey and the other north London boroughs of Enfield, Waltham Forest and Barnet. The Plan identifies the measures to meet these challenges including enhanced rail and 

underground capacity and unfunded schemes such as the Chelsea – Hackney line and four-tracking of the West Anglia Main Line; removal of one -way Gyratory system in Tottenham Hale ,  better 

management of the road network through, for example, management of planned events and better traffic control systems; encouraging mode shift from car to walking and cycling such as through smarter 

travel; improvement to interchanges at Finsbury Park and Tottenham Hale and improvements to accessibility and connectivity. Through the Council’s Local Implementation Plan [Transport Strategy] 

investment would be made between 2011 and 2014 in our town centres of Wood Green and Green Lanes, on local safety schemes, environmental measures, cycling schemes such as Greenways 

and local cycle routes and smarter travel behavioural change programmes. This investment would support the predicted 

increases in housing and employment.  Please see Appendix 3 Key Infrastructure Programme and Projects and the 

Council’s Community Infrastructure Plan for a list of key transport improvements/infrastructure provision required to 

support the delivery of the Core Strategy over the 15 year period. The setting of a CIL will help to marry the clearly 

identified needs and gaps with appropriate funding to meet any existing or projected gaps.  

This funding will come in part, from the future CIL for the borough”.

No Green

180
4.4. SP7 Transport 110 Add to the new paragraph after 4.4.19  " The Council, is working closely with TfL and other stakeholders to monitor the progress and implementation of these projects. The Tottenham Hale Gyratory project 

has started and the i nterlinked  Bus Interchange project is progressing.   

No Purple

181

4.4. SP7 Transport 110/after 4.4.19 Please see Appendix 4 Infrastructure Delivery Plan and the Council’s Community Infrastructure Plan for a list of key transport improvements/infrastructure provision required to support the delivery of the 

Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies over  the 15 year period.

grey

182

4.4 SP7 Transport 110 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP7 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP7 are set out in 

Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan)"

Yes. This 

supersedes the 

change above. 

Above change 

has now be 

incorporated 

into indicator 

appendix.

Purple

183 4.4. SP7 Transport 110 Add to Key evidence and references list the following: ‘ Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 13 Transport, Department of Communities and Local Government 2011 ’ No Purple
184 4.4. SP7 Transport 110/after 4.4.19 SP7 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

185
4.4. SP7 Transport 110/key evidence and references  Planning Policy Guidance (PPG) 13 Transport, Department of Communities and Local Government 2011

National Planning Policy Framework 2012

grey

186 5.1 SP8 Employment 112/5.1.3 Strategic Policies 8 and 9 are important in achieving the vision and objectives of the Sustainable Community Strategy, the Regeneration Strategy and this Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies by 

protecting employment land, providing more jobs and training opportunities needed to support Haringey’s growing population and by securing land and premises for the borough’s businesses.

grey

187 5.1 SP8 Employment 113 Insert at end of first sentence in policy box, the following: 'Strategic Industrial Locations, Locally Significant Industrial Sites and Local Employment Areas.' No Brown
188 5.1 SP8 Employment 113 In policy box, under Locally Significant Industrial Sites, add 'Millmead/Ashley Road extension, N17;' No Brown

                 188a
5.1 SP8 Employment 5.1.4 Add following sentence after 5.1.4: Policing and other community safety infrastructure proposed within the employment land hierarchy will be dealt with on an individual site basis and with due regard to the 

provisions of the London Plan

189

5.1 SP8 Employment 115/5.1.10 Amend the first sentence of 5.1.10 as follows: "These are well established industrial areas and the aim is to retain them solely for uses that fall within B1, B2, B8 uses or uses that share strong similarities to 

this use class…" 

Reinstate deletion and add a further point to first sentence of 5.1.10:

"These are well established industrial areas and the aim is to retain them solely for uses that fall within B1 (b), (c) B2 or B8 uses or uses that share strong similarities to this use class, for example policing 

and other community safety infrastructure " .

Delete part of last sentence as follows: " The Council will look at opportunities to improve and enhance the general environment of these areas and buildings but will not permit any change of use from those 

listed above".

No Green

190

5.1 SP8 Employment 115/5.1.13 Insert new sentence at the beginning of paragraph 5.1.13 to read:  “The Council recognises that some of the designated employment sites contain within their defined boundaries or adjoining them 

designated heritage assets and therefore careful management of these sites will be considered against all other relevant Core Strategy policies, e.g. SP4 Working Towards a Low Carbon Haringey, SP11 

Design and SP12 Conservation when assessing development proposals”. 

No Peach

191

5.1 SP8 Employment 115/new section 5.1.13 The Council recognises that some of the designated employment sites contain within their defined boundaries or adjoining them designated heritage assets and therefore careful management of these sites 

will be considered against all other relevant Core StrStrategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies policies, 

grey
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192

5.1 SP8 Employment 117/5.1.16 Amend text to read: 

The London Plan 2011 provides employment growth projections for the north London sub-region (Barnet, Enfield and Haringey) of 37,500 additional jobs over the period 2011 - 2031 (1,875 per 

annum). Haringey has a key role in contributing to this target.

 At the end of paragraph 5.1.16 insert the following:

"The Area Action Plan process will identify opportunities for new employment, investment in infrastructure and environmental improvements, in order to attract new businesses in the sectors identified. This 

process will also allow for the opportunity to set out a local job target. The Council will undertake a local economic assessment during 2012 and this piece of work will help with the process of identifying 

economic opportunities.”

LBH update New 

orange 

and purple

193

5.1 SP8 Employment 118/5.1.20 Delete last sentence in 5.1.20 as follows: "The identification of rail freight sites in London is part of ongoing work by Transport for London in a Rail Freight Strategy ." Yes. This 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref no. 

22/21/5.1

Green

194
5.1 SP8 Employment 5.1.21 cross reference to SP12. No Turquoise 15/54/5.1 

195 5.1 SP8 Employment 119/after 5.1.26 SP8 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies grey
196 5.1 SP8 Employment 119 Delete sub heading "Higher Density Uses on Existing Sites" No Purple
197 5.1 SP8 Employment 119 Amend second sub- heading to read: 'Green Industries' . Add new sub-heading after paragraph 5.1.26 to read: 'Small and Medium Enterprises' No Brown

198
5.1 SP8 Employment 120 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP8 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3."

No Purple

199
5.1 SP8 Employment 120/key evidence and references Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth, Department of Communities and Local Government 2009.

National Planning Policy Framework 2012 

grey

200

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

121/5.2.1 Amend second sentence to read:

"Some 21 5% of the borough’s working age population has a level 1 or below qualification while 43 1% have a level 4 or above qualification"

No Purple

201

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

121/5.2.2 Amend paragraph 5.2.2 to read:

"The employment rate in Haringey is 63 5962% compared to 68 6873% in London and 70%  nationally. The Government has an aspirations  to achieve full employment, equating to  an 80% national 

employment rate. If this was to be replicated in Haringey this would mean an additional 27,480 820 residents needing to find ing employment - a huge challenge especially in light of the current economic 

climate.

No. Purple and 

Council 

update

202

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

122/5.2.3 At the end of paragraph 5.2.3 insert a new sentence to read: 

"This is particularly important in light of new emerging sectors such as green industries."

No. Purple

203

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

122/5.2.6 Insert new sentence at the end of paragraph 5.2.6 to read:

"Alongside this the Council will seek to strengthen already strong partnership arrangements with Jobcentre Plus and establish similar arrangements with the three Prime contractors responsible for delivering 

the Work Programme in Haringey".

No. Purple

204

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

122/5.2.7 Amend last sentence of paragraph 5.2.7 to read:

"This is supported by a strong spirit of entrepreneurship with the with 18,300 being self employed, representing 23% of all employment in the borough.  borough's self employment rate of 13.3% higher than 

the national average of 9.3%.

No. Purple

205

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

123 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP9 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3."

No Purple

206

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

123/5.2.9 SP9 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

207

5.2 SP9 Improving skills 

and training to support 

access to jobs and 

community cohesion and 

inclusion

123 Insert new reference after 5th in list:

Haringey Initial Work and Skills Plan 2010

No Purple
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208
5.3 SP10 Town Centres  124/5.3.5 This policy seeks to support and promote Wood Green Metropolitan Town Centre and the five District Centres as existing successful and vibrant town centres and places that will attract new businesses, jobs 

and homes during the life of the Core Strategy Local plan: strategic policies thus becoming even more vibrant and exciting hubs of community life.  

grey

209 5.3 SP10 Town Centres 125 policy box - last Para It is possible to identify potential future changes to the borough’s town centres over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies including potential new centres. grey
210 5.3 SP10 Town Centres 126/5.3.8 The borough’s growth areas and town centres are shown on Haringey’s Core Strategy Key Diagram. grey

211
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 126/5.3.10 In line with paragraph 24 of the NPPF  Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 4 Planning for Sustainable Economic Development, the Council will ensure that its town centres are first for location of new retail 

development, having regard to the distribution of future retail growth set out in SP10 and the hierarchy of Haringey’s town centres. 

grey

212
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 128/after 5.3.12  but same Para This is also in line with continued investment in the public realm to maximise the historic environment’s contribution to town centre vibrancy and vitality in policy, as set out in the NPPF  PPS4 and SP12. grey

213
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 5.3.14 Re-word paragraph 5.3.14 to say: "Car ownership in the borough is 54% of households; this is lower than the overall figure for Greater London at 60% of households and much lower than Britain as a whole 

where 75% of households have access to a car. The lower level of car ownership in the borough would be a reflection on the good access to public transport ".

No Pink 4/66/5.3

214
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 128/5.3.16  This Core Strategy policy Local Plan: Strategic Policies seeks to promote new investment in the town centres to deliver good economic outcomes, consistent with the overall approach to growth as set out 

in Strategic Policy 1 and section 23 of the NPPF PPS4

grey

215 5.3 SP10 Town Centres 129/5.3.19 At end of paragraph insert new sentence as follows: "Further detail is set out in the DM DPD" No Purple

216

5.3 SP10 Town Centres 130/5.3.22 At end of paragraph 5.3.22 insert new sentence as follows: “ Results from the 2009 Town Centre Health Check showed that vacancy rates in Haringey’s Metropolitan and District Town Centres were well 

below the Council target of 10% and below London and national vacancy rates of 11% and 14% respectively. The Council will continue to carry out health checks of its town centres and monitor any impact 

through the Annual Monitoring Report ”. 

No Purple

217 5.3 SP10 Town Centres 130/2nd sentence of 5.3.22  In line with section 23 of the NPPF  PPS4, it is the Council’s intention to review  the performance of town centres. grey

218
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 135/5.3.54 At end of paragraph 5.3.54 insert new sentence as follows: “ In line with PPS4 and the London Plan, it is the Council’s intention to designate Tottenham Hale as a District Centre over the life of the Core 

Strategy. Further detail regarding this designation will be set out in an Area Action Plan for Tottenham Hale ”.

No Green

219
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 135/new sentence after 5.3.54 In line with section 23 of the NPPF PPS4 and the London Plan, it is the Council’s intention to designate Tottenham Hale as a District Centre over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic 

Policies. 

grey

220

5.3 SP10 Town Centres 136/ references Planning Policy Statement 4, Planning for Sustainable Economic Growth, CLG, 2009Planning Policy Statement 5, 

Planning for the Historic Environment , Department of Communities and Local Government, 2010

National Planning Policy Framework, 2012

Planning Policy Statement 1, Delivering Sustainable Development, Department of Communities and Local Government , 2005

grey

221
5.3 SP10 Town Centres 136 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP10 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3."

No Purple

222

6.1 SP11 Design 139 Delete latter part of SP11 and replace with the following: ‘

for the site and surrounding area; 

’

Yes. This 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref no.s 

15/26/6.1 

&4/68/6.2

Purple

223
6.1 SP11 Design 139/6.1.4 At the end of 6.1.4 insert the following: 

Please see Building in Context for further guidance in  delivering designs which have a regard for local context and character.( http://www.building-in-context.org/).

No Pink 15/27/6.1

224
6.1 SP11 Design 139/6.1.4 In accordance with government guidance in paragraph 64 of the NPPF PPS1 Delivering Sustainable Development, the Council will not accept design that is considered inappropriate to its context, or which 

fails to take opportunities to improve the character and quality of an area and the way it functions.

grey

225
6.1 SP11 Design 139/6.1.6 Replace last sentence of paragraph 6.1.6 with the following:

"All major planning applications are referred to the Design Panel ".

No Pink

226 6.1 SP11 Design 140/6.1.9 At the end of 6.1.9 add the following: "Please see…." No Pink 29/20/6.1

227
6.1 SP11 Design 140/6.1.9 At the end of paragraph 6.1.9 replace amendment made by comment ref. 29/20/6.1 with the following:

"Please see the Development Management DPD and the Sustainable Design and Construction SPD for further details  the Council's approach to sustainable design and construction". 

No Purple

228
6.1 SP11 Design 140/6.1.11 In second sentence of 6.1.11 insert "heritage" after "design".  No Pink 31/9/6.1

229
6.1 SP11 Design 140/6.1.11 Delete "heritage" after "design" (amendment made in response to 31/9/6.1) Yes Orange

230 6.1 SP11 Design 140/6.1.13 To end of paragraph Add "and front gardens" Yes Pink 20/13/6.1
231 6.1 SP11 Design 140/6.1.13 To end of paragraph replace "front" with " private gardens" Yes Purple

232
6.1 SP11 Design 141/6.1.15 Delete last sentence in 6.1.15 as follows: "Given its overall outer borough suburban character, almost all of Haringey is particularly sensitive to the adverse impact of high buildings on its character and 

townscape qualities."

No Green

233

6.1 SP11 Design 141/6.1.16 Delete 6.1.16 and replace with the following: "The Council has adopted the definition of Tall and Large Buildings as those which are substantially taller than their neighbours, have a significant impact on the 

skyline, are of 10 storeys and over or are otherwise larger than the threshold sizes set for referral to the Mayor of London, as set out in London Plan policy 7.7 . "

Yes. This 

superseded 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref. 

no.s 15/28/6.1, 

26/51/6.1, 

1/.5/6.1.7, 

4/68/6.1, 

26/49/6.1, 

26/48/6.1

Green
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234

6.1 SP11 Design 141/6.1.17 Delete 6.1.17 and replace with the following: " As noted in policy SP1, the Borough will prepare Area Action Plans (AAPs) for the areas identified in Section 3.1.  As part of the evidence base for each of 

these areas, an Urban Characterisation Study (UCS) will assess the urban character of each area concerned, including sufficient of the surrounding area to consider the context affected by the actions 

proposed in the AAP.  These Characterisation Studies will examine the case for tall and large buildings and whether there are suitable locations within the area ."   

Yes. This 

superseded 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref. 

no.s 15/28/6.1, 

26/51/6.1, 

1/.5/6.1.7, 

4/68/6.1, 

26/49/6.1, 

26/48/6.2

Green

235

6.1 SP11 Design 141 After 6.1.17 insert new additional paragraphs as follows: "Th e Council considers that currently only two areas, Haringey Heartlands/Wood Green and Tottenham Hale, have sites that may be suitable for 

some tall or large buildings, because they are close to major transport interchanges, have been designated in the London Plan as an Opportunity Area (Tottenham Hale) and an Area for Intensification 

(Haringey Heartlands/Wood Green) and have existing adopted Masterplan Frameworks1.  Any AAPs and associated Characterisation Studies for these areas will supersede these established suitable 

locations for Tall and Large Buildings with their recommended locations (if any).   Elsewhere tall buildings are considered inappropriate to Haringey’s predominantly 2-3 storey residential suburban character 

until shown otherwise, for example,   in AAPs and UCSs." 

add 6.1.19"The Criteria for Siting and Design of Tall and Large Buildings will be described in detail in the Development Management DPD." 

"In all cases, the design of the tall building should comply with the recommendations contained in the CABE / English Heritage ‘Guidance on Tall Buildings’ (July 2007). It sets the criteria for the evaluating of 

proposals for tall buildings 

and promotes a plan led approach to tall buildings.

1 The Haringey Heartlands Development Framework (adopted 2005) and the Tottenham Hale Urban Masterplan 

Supplementary Planning Document (adopted October 2006) "

Yes. This 

superseded 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref. 

no.s 15/28/6.1, 

26/51/6.1, 

1/.5/6.1.7, 

4/68/6.1, 

26/49/6.1, 

26/48/6.3

Green

236
6.1 SP11 Design 141 Insert new paragraph after 6.1.17 to read as follows: "SP11 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual Monitoring Report 

will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3."

No Purple

237 6.1 SP11 Design 141/after 6.1.17 SP11 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

238

6.1 SP11 Design 6.1 .18  

Tall buildings may be considered appropriate at

selected sites in Haringey Heartlands/Wood Green

and Tottenham Hale. Further guidance on

appropriate sites will be identified through detailed

analysis as part of the preparation of masterplans

or AAPs. Elsewhere tall buildings are considered

inappropriate to Haringey’s predominantly 2-3

storey residential suburban character.

No. But it has 

been 

superseded by 

a change 

outlined  in 

schedule of 

further minor 

changes post 

hearing , 

inserted in the 

policy box

Turquoise 15/60/6.1 

239

6.2 SP12 Conservation 142 The beginning of SP12 to read as follows:

"All new development in Conservation Areas and affecting Historic Assets shall preserve and enhance Haringey's rich and diverse heritage.  The Council will support proposals that conserve shall ensure the 

conservation of the historic significance of Haringey's heritage assets, their setting, and the wider historic environment…"

Yes Purple

240

6.2 SP12 Conservation 142 Amend last sentence of proposed minor change to SP12 to read as follows: "All development shall protect the Strategic view from Alexandra Palace to St Paul's Cathedral as protected in the London 

Mayoral “London View Management Framework” Revised SPG, July 2010” and key local views."

Yes. This is an 

addition to 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref 

15/30/6.2.1

Purple

241
6.2 SP12 Conservation 143 Amend the last sentence of paragraph 6.2.4 to read:

"As a result, they create visually and socially  coherent uniform street scenes and neighbourhoods  of distinctive suburban character and appearance".

No Purple

242
6.2 SP12 Conservation 146/6.2.17 Amend first bullet point to read:

"Views of and from large parks and open spaces, such as Alexandra Palace and Finsbury Park, and other public parks on the Local Register of Historic Parks and Gardens

No Purple

243

6.2 SP12 Conservation 147/6.2.18 Amend paragraph 6.2.18 as follows:

"The Local Views will be identified in a schedule within the forthcoming Development Management DPD and  the proposed Conservation SPD. The Council will refer to English Heritage guidance 'Seeing the 

History in the View' when producing its list of Local Views".

No Purple and 

yellow 

(very 

minor 

changes 

spreadshe

et). 
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244
6.2 SP12 Conservation 147 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP12 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3."

No Purple

245 6.2 SP12 Conservation 147/after 6.2.18 SP12 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

246

6.2 SP12 Conservation 147/key evidence and ref Planning Policy Statement 1: Delivering Sustainable Development, Department of Communities and Local Government 2005

Planning Policy Statement 5: Planning and the Historic Environment), Department of Communities and Local Government 2010.

National Planning framework 2012

grey

247
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

149/SP13 An additional bullet to be inserted in SP13 to read: "Must conserve the historic significance of the borough's designated historic parks and gardens". No Pink 15/36/6.3

248
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

149/SP13 In 6th bullet point of SP13, replace i.e. with e.g. No Purple

249

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

150/SP13 Delete second to last bullet point and replace with:

"That the potential for play spaces for a range of outdoor activities and across different age groups can be provided on off-site open space(s) which already exist and which are close to the application site"

No Purple

250
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

150/6.3.3. The Council will only allow developments on sites designate d open spaces  or sites No Purple

251
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

151/6.3.4 Change paragraph to reflect a broader definition of open space - to read "Open spaces of local importance in the borough can include, but are not limited to,  parks, allotments, woodlands, water courses, 

sports facilities children's play areas (both formal and informal), back and front gardens, amenity spaces and squares.  The level of public access is not a criterion for definition"

No Purple

252

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

151/6.3.7 Re-word second sentence to read as follows:

"In the borough, the two most important waterways are the River Lee (as it flows through the Lee Valley) and the Moselle Brooke, which runs through under the Heartlands/Wood Green growth area. At the 

end of paragraph 6.3.7 insert the following: "The Council will conserve the historic significance of the borough's waterways, to ensure that the heritage values of the River Lee and the Moselle Brooke are 

conserved for the community".

No Purple and 

Pink

253
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

152/Figure 6.2 Amend Figure 6.2 to show all open spaces and sites of importance for nature conservation (SINCS) designations. No Purple

254
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

153/6.3.9 Green Belt is protected in line with section 9 of the NPPF  national planning policy PPG2 Green Belts and the London Plan. Within Haringey an area of the Lee Valley Regional Park is strategically 

designated as Green Belt

grey

255

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

153/6.3.11 Amend fourth sentence to read as follows:

"There are 17 areas designated as MOL in Haringey, including  for example Alexandra Park and Palace (see Development Management Policy 26 DPD for more details ). 

No Purple and 

yellow 

(very 

minor 

changes 

spreadshe

et). 

256
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

153/6.3.11 After the last sentence of this paragraph add the sentence "The Council will, through the appropriate channels,  review and upgrade or remove, as appropriate, existing open land to or from MOL designation 

where there is evidence to support such a move". Further policy provision on MOL is provided in the DM DPD.

No Purple

257
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

153/6.3.11 Haringey’s MOL will be protected in accordance with PPG2 Green Belts and the London Plan. grey

258

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

156/6.3.19 Amendment is required to explain the level of deficiency.  Amend paragraph 6.3.19 at sentence five to read: "Those areas of the borough deficient in public open space include, but are not limited to, 

Northumberland Park ward, parts of White Hart Lane Ward, and parts of Bounds Green Ward, parts of Fortis Green and Alexandra wards, part of Highgate ward, part of Crouch End ward, parts of St Ann's, 

Harringay and Seven Sisters wards and the east of Seven Sisters ward". 

No Purple

259

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

158/6.3.23 Amend 7th sentence to read as follows: "The Council will not permit development on SINCs and LNRs unless there are exceptional circumstances and where the importance of any development coming 

forward outweighs the nature conservation value of the site and appropriate mitigation measures are provided. In such circumstances, or where a site has more than one designation, appropriate mitigation 

measures must be taken, and where practicable and reasonable, additional nature conservation space must be provided. Each case will be looked at one its merits, having regard to all material 

considerations "  

No Purple

260
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

6.3 The SINC list will be cross referenced between the UDP, GLA survey and the Core Strategy and an up-to-date and accurate list presented to the Inspector in advance of the opening of the Examination. No Turquoise 126/4/6.3

261
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

158/6.3.24 Amend the first sentence of the paragraph to read as follows: "Other sites of ecological value include green  chains  and ecological corridors (of which there are seven green corridors in Haringey), which 

mainly comprise operational railway land".    

No Green

262
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

158/6.3.24 Add to the last sentence of this paragraph to read: "The Council will continue to protect all sites in the borough formally identified as being of nature conservation value (fig.6.2) and seek to identify and 

protect any new corridors which meet the criterion for determining their ecological value".   

No Purple

263

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

160/6.3.33 Delete paragraph 6.3.33 and replace with:

In particular circumstances where it is relevant and appropriate, the Council will allow the off-site provision of new facilities and/or the further development of already existing outdoor activities and facilities to 

meet the open space and recreational  requirements of development arising from the planning application that is being considered. This off-site provision will frequently supplement the provision of new 

facilities/open space that have been proposed on the application site as part of the application, but where that provision is considered to be insufficient to meet the anticipated demand arising as a result of 

the development. Where additional demand for play space is created by new development, Haringey will expect the provision of play space on site, in accordance with the London Plan and the Mayor's SPG 

Providing for Children and Young People's Play and Informal Recreation". 

No Purple

264
6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

160/after 6.3.33 SP13 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

265

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

160/key evidence and references Planning Policy Guidance 2: Green Belts, Department of Communities and Local Government 1995

Planning Policy Guidance 17: Planning for Open Space, Sport and Recreation, Department of Communities and Local Government 2004

Planning Policy Statement 9: Biodi Biodiversity and Geologic Conservation, Department of Communities and Local Government 2005

National Planning Policy Framework 2012

grey

266

6.3 SP13 Open Space and 

Biodiversity

160 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP13 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP13 are set out 

in Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan)"

No Purple
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267
7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

162/7.1.3 Strategic Policy 14 contributes towards the overall aim of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies to manage the impact of Haringey’s future growth by setting out the Council’s approach to 

improving health and well-being in the borough as well as providing access to medical services and treatments.

grey

268

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

163 Amend second bullet point of SP14 to read as follows:

"Identify appropriate sites for new health infrastructure especially within including those in Haringey's growth areas, based on a health service delivery plan agreed by the Council, Haringey's Strategic 

Partnership and health service providers and its partners

Purple

269
7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

164/7.1.4 Many measures set out in other Core Strategy policies Local Plan: Strategic Policies play a part in promoting good health and addressing health inequalities, for example: grey

270

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

165/7.1.11 Amend paragraph as follows: "The focus of future land and facility requirements will be on ensuring there is adequate primary care provision in the borough to meet the objectives of Haringey NHS World 

Class Commissioning Strategy. At the heart of the primary care strategy is the establishment of the four Commissioning collaboratives, Central, North East, South East and West ; and within these areas the 

development of Neighbourhood Health Centres (NHCs). "

No Green

271

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

165/7.1.12 Amend paragraph 7.1.12 as follows: " The Central Neighbourhood has 18 practices and good access to these health services with the majority of households able to access the practices within ten minutes 

walking time. The options for a NHC location have been identified and will offer easy access for over half of the local residents. Due to its geographical location, households in the south of the neighbourhood 

can access the NHC in the South East Neighbourhood. Residents of the neighbourhood can also access the Laurels NHC and Hornsey Central NHC."

No Green

272

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

165/7.1.14 Delete 7.1.14 and replace with the following: "T he South East Neighbourhood has 15 existing practices and The Laurels NHC at St Ann’s Road is accessible to almost a 100% of households within 

20minutes walking time. This centre works in tandem with Tynemouth Road Health Centre in which capacity has been released to provide women’s health care services closer to home and to meet the 

needs of the residents more efficiently. "

No Green

273

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

166/7.1.16 Amend first sentence in paragraph as follows (no changes to rest of paragraph): "These centres respond to the specific health needs of each neighbourhood and deliver local health services by providing 

community-based services including health visitors, district nurses, and information and support for healthy lifestyles . These centres are integral to the collaborative primary and community health care 

networks which respond to the specific health needs of each neighbourhood and deliver local health services by providing community based services including health visitors, district nurses, and information 

and support for healthy lifestyles

No Green

274
7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

166/7.1.18 For clarity and consistency, fourth sentence should refer to "St Ann's Hospital site" No Purple

275
7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

166/new Para after 7.1.19 The population growth is highest in the north east and south east areas which are identified in the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies for future housing growth such as Tottenham Hale, 

Northumberland Park, Tottenham High Road, and Seven Sisters.

grey

276
7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

166/mid of new Para after 7.1.19 However, the imbalance in supply in the south east,  the need to modernise some of the GP premises,   age profile for GPs, emerging new health models, and predicted housing growth in areas identified in 

the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies requires the NHS to plan ahead for service provision including encouraging growth in supply in relevant areas. 

grey

277
7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

167 Amend Figure 7.1 to include Manor House underground station. No Purple

278

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

168/ 7.1.20 Delete paragraph 7.1.20 and replace with "Based on most recent GLA population projections (2010), the primary care needs expressed as GP numbers associated with the predicted population growth in 

Haringey is approximately 12 GPs between 2010-2026.  Eight of these relate to the north east and south east collaborative areas.  The population growth is highest in the north east and south east areas 

which are identified in the Core Strategy for future housing growth such as Tottenham Hale, Northumberland Park, Tottenham High Road, and Seven Sisters. The GP numbers associated with growth in 

these areas equate to approximately eight GPs, two of which relate to the Tottenham Hale ward.  Assessments based on actual number of GPs operating in the borough indicated that there is an oversupply 

of GPs in three of the collaboratives. However there is a small deficit in GP numbers in the southeast of the borough.  Based on most recent GLA projections (2010), and assuming that the number of 

existing GPs stays the same, this deficit increases to  six GPs for 2021.  The local NHS or the Council do not have powers to redistribute GPs to from oversupply areas to less 

well-served ones. However, the imbalance in supply in the south east,  the need to modernise some of the GP premises,  

 age profile for GPs, emerging new health models, and predicted housing growth in areas identified in the Core Strategy 

requires the NHS to plan ahead for service provision including encouraging growth in supply in relevant areas.

 LBH and the local NHS are committed to ensuring health provision, (accessible services and buildings) that 

deliver good and improving quality standards and health outcomes that reduce health inequalities and meet 

the needs of the growing population in Haringey, especially in identified growth areas, Tottenham Hale and 

Haringey Heartlands and in areas where there is an under-provision, and where future growth is anticipated."  

Replaces minor 

change 

4/79/7.1

Purple

279

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

168/7.1.21 Amend 7.1.21 as follows: "The NHS estate is facing a radical overhaul to consolidate services into a hub and spoke model. The focus of the NHS restructuring also indicates a shift from hospital systems to a 

polyclinic type setting. This approach is still developing and the issues that arise from this shift, such as the need for more space to deal with the extra services, are currently being quantified by NHS 

Haringey. There is a new polysystem type Neighbourhood Health Centre (NHC) in the west of the borough (Hornsey Central) which is seen as a model for other such centres in Haringey. NHS Haringey is 

considering a similar polyclinic NHC in Tottenham. Dependent upon detailed monitoring of activity, a shift to a Tottenham NHC, both at Lordship Lane and the Laurels Neighbourhood Health Centres, could 

be re-graded to polyclinics spokes, providing support functions to a Tottenham polyclinic hub for residents in the east and south of the borough. It is expected that the new Neighbourhood Centres 

programme will be completed by 2013-14. Options under development include mix of

 re-developed and new primary care facilities and resource centre/s for local public health services and appropriate

 hospital and community care delivered closer to home. The NHS Haringey is planning continued expansion of general 

practice capacity and re-development of primary care premises especially in the eastern part of the borough for the 

reason mentioned above. The capacity increase will also consider the extension of the role of some practices that 

are procured to supply care in general practice settings previously provided in hospital settings due to changes in 

health technology and clinical practice. The most up-to-date primary care and community care related schemes which

 are being considered by the NHS Haringey are included The most up-to-date primary care and community care related 

schemes which are being considered by the NHS Haringey are included in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan in Appendix 4

 of the 

Core Strategy. The LBH and local NHS will  work together to keep the growth trends and the corresponding needs for 

health services under review as part of the monitoring work for the Core Strategy, the Community Infrastructure projects  

No Purple and 

Green
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280

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

168/mid of addition to Para 7.1.21 The LBH and local NHS will  work together to keep the growth trends and the corresponding needs for health services under review as part of the monitoring work for the Core Strategy Local Plan: 

Strategic Policies, the Community Infrastructure projects and appropriate Health Plans, and utilise the monitoring of outcomes in  shaping the future services in Haringey.

grey

281

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

169/7.1.28 Delete last sentence of paragraph 7.1.28 and replace with the following text:

“Health impacts should be considered at the very outset of developing planning proposals or strategies to ensure positive health outcomes. There are several tools available for assessing the impacts of a 

development. Health can be integrated into statutory assessments such as sustainability appraisal, environmental impact assessment, or a separate health impact assessment can be undertaken . For 

further information please see the Mayor’ Best Practice Guidance on Health Issues in Planning ”

Yes. This 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref. no. 

46/3/7.1

Purple and 

Green

282

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

171/7.1.32 Delete last sentence of paragraph 7.1.32:

"Haringey GP records suggests that adult obesity rates are highest in North (8.9%) and Central Haringey (9.7%) and lowest in the west (5.5%) although these figures are much lower than the estimates".

No Purple

283

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

173 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP14 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP14 are set out 

in Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan)"

Yes. This 

supersedes the 

proposed 

amendment 

above which 

refers to 

Purple

284

7.1 SP 14 Health and Well-

being 

173/after 7.1.34 SP14 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

285

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

175 Amend SP15 to read as follows:

"The Council will safeguard and foster the borough's cultural heritage and promote cultural industries and activities through protecting the established Cultural Quarter at Wood Green and the development 

of further cultural quarters where appropriate through Area Action Plans.

The development of the following cultural areas across the borough:

- Tottenham Green;

- Tottenham Hotspur;

- Hornsey Town Hall;

- Wood Green/Haringey Heartlands/Alexandra Palace & Park; and

- Harringay Green Lanes. 

No Purple

286

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

175 Amend 2nd point to read:

"Supporting the provision of new work spaces and social  and cultural venues in all areas of the borough that support all formal and informal cultural and leisure activities businesses particularly in cultural 

areas;

Additional 

change to 

comment ref 

26/72/7.2

Purple

287
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

175 In SP15 and throughout Section 7.2 delete "Cultural Areas" and replace with "Cultural Quarters " No Green

288
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

175 Amend point 3, 1st bullet point to read: "The protection and enhancement of sporting and leisure  facilities in areas of deficiency." No Purple

289
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

175 In SP15 amend point 3, 1st bullet point - replace "deficiencies" with "deficiency ". No Green

290

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

176/7.2.3 Re-word first sentence of paragraph 7.2.3. Delete the first sentence - "Haringey is building itself a reputation as a visitor and cultural destination within north London"  and replace with "Haringey is keen to 

develop and build on its visitor and cultural destinations within the borough, ensuring that they continue to attract visitors from within the borough and beyond.   After the 2nd sentence  (i.e. the sentence 

ending in "....White Hart Lane") add a new sentence to read "In 2011 the Time Out website listed Bruce Castle as one of the top 101 attractions in London".

No Purple

291

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

176/7.2.3 Amend fifth sentence to read:

"These events are entirely managed by committees of local people in partnership with Neighbourhood Management Teams, Bruce Castle Museum, other services in Haringey Council and Collage Arts"

Yes, 

supersedes 

change 

proposed at 

last 

consultation. 

Orange

292
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

177/7.2.10 Amend sub-heading:

Wood Green/Haringey Heartlands Cultural Quarter Area/Alexandra Palace

No Purple

293
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

177 On pages 178/179 delete "Cultural Area" from sub-headings No Purple

294

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

177/7.2.10 Amend the last sentence of paragraph 7.2.10 to read:

"Over the life of the Core Strategy, Haringey will promote the development of additional Cultural Areas and as subsequent LDF documents come forward, there may be the  potential to promote the 

development of additional Cultural Quarters to accommodate new arts, cultural and leisure activities, enabling them to contribute more effectively to regeneration at the following areas:"

No Purple

295
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

177/7.2.10 Over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies and as subsequent LDF documents come forward, there may be the potential to promote the development of additional Cultural Quarters  to 

accommodate new arts, cultural and leisure activities, enabling them to contribute more effectively to regeneration at the following areas:

grey

296
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

178/7.2.12 Amend the first sentence to read:

"There is the potential to  The Council intends

No Purple

297
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

178/7.2.13 Amend first sentence to read:

"The development of a  the Cultural area Quarter could  will contribute to the aims…"

No Purple
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298
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

178/7.2.14 Over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies there is the potential to create a cultural quarter around Harringay Green Lanes strengthening the identity of the area and building on its 

diverse community.

grey

299
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

179/7.2.16 Delete last sentence of paragraph 7.2.16 No Purple

300
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

181/7.2.20 At end of paragraph 7.2.20 insert the following: "See Figure 7.4 ." No Green

301

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

181/7.2.24 Delete 7.2.24 and replace with the following: “ Haringey is relatively well served by a range of community facilities and infrastructure. Deficiencies in community facilities are identified in the Infrastructure 

Delivery Plan (IDP), from which initial findings show , for example,  a potential need for a new district level combination swimming pool and leisure centre to meet the predicted population growth. Further 

details are set out in the Infrastructure Delivery Plan Appendix 4 ” .

Yes. This 

incorporates 

and 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref no. 

26/75/7.2

Green

302

7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

182 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP15 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP15 are set out 

in Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan)"

No Purple

303
7.2 SP 15 Culture and 

Leisure

182/after 7.2.24 SP15 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

304 8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

183/sub title 8.2 SP17 Delivering and Monitoring the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies grey

305 8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

184 Move SP 16 to end of Section 7 Healthier People with a better quality of life. No Purple

306 8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

184 Change title of Community Infrastructure to Community Facilities No Purple

307 8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

184/8.1.2 In second sentence, after 'culture and art' add 'pubs' No Purple

308 8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

185 Amend first sentence in policy to read as follows: "The Council will work with its partners to ensure that appropriate improvements, enhancements and, where possible, protection  of community facilities and 

services are provided for Haringey's communities."

No Purple

309
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

185 Amend the following bullets points in the policy box as follows: - Health (see also SP14)  - Libraries and Museums (see also SP15)  - Open Spaces and environmental improvements (SP13) , - Leisure 

(SP13) , - Transport (SP7) , - Waste (SP6) , - Water Supply and Sewerage (SP5)  , Towards a Low Carbon Borough (SP4) 

No Purple

310
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

186/8.1.4 To end of paragraph insert the following sentence: "Further detail on provision of community facilities is included in the Development Management DPD" No Purple

311
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

8.1 Map will be amended to show the new HH High School. No Turquoise 132/4/8.1

312

8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

186/8.1.5 Third sentence to read as follows: "The protection of existing community facilities in the borough, the delivery of new infrastructure and assuring that there is no net loss of community facilities, in line with 

the London Plan, will address deficiencies and play a key role in improving the lives of residents in Haringey. The Council will support the community and voluntary sector by enhancing and protecting, 

where possible, the facilities and premises required."  

Yes - Addition 

to Reg 27 minor 

change ref. 

54/15/5.2

Purple

313
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

190/8.1.19 Please see SP9 for more information on how the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies supports schemes that encourage Haringey residents into training and jobs grey

314
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

191/8.1.22 Amend sub title to read: Meeting spaces and Places of worship No Purple

315
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

191/8.1.22 Amend first sentence of paragraph to read: "Haringey has many meeting places, churches, synagogues, community facilities and prayer centres that cater for a range of community organisations and, faith 

and belief groups ."  

No Purple

316
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

193 Change the last bullet point on page 193 to "Number of community facilities in use across the borough ". No Pink 4/101/8.1

317

8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

193 Remove indicators box and replace with the following paragraph: "SP16 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual 

Monitoring Report will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3. The key infrastructure which will support the delivery of SP16 are set out 

in Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan)"

Yes, this 

supersedes 

comment ref 

4/101/8.1

Purple

318
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

193/after 8.1.23 SP16 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

319
8.1 SP 16 Community 

Infrastructure 

193/key references Planning Policy Statement 12: Local Spatial Planning, Department of Communities and Local Government 2008

National Planning Policy Framework 2012

grey

320

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

194/chapter - /title 8.2 SP17Delivering and Monitoring the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies grey

321

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

194/8.2.1 The Council in partnership with the public, private and voluntary sector agencies will deliver the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies through the policy set out below and the following other 

mechanisms:

grey

322

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

194/8.2.2 A key mechanism for delivering the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will be the Council’s decisions on planning applications. The policies in the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies 

and the Development Management Policies document, document, and for relevant locations, the designations in the Council’s Site Allocations document will provide the framework for these decisions.

grey
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323

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

194/policy box The Council will work with Haringey’s Local Strategic Partnership and its sub regional and regional partners to deliver the vision, objectives and policies of this Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. 

In particular the Council will use the following means:

grey

324

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

194/8.2.3 Delete third and fourth sentences. No Orange

325

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

195/policy box Monitor the implementation of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies against the monitoring framework set out in the Council’s Monitoring Framework and Annual Monitoring Report. grey

326

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

195/8.2.3 The LSP recognises that it has an important role to play in relation to the delivery of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, in particular in bringing forward the Infrastructure Delivery Plan set out 

in Appendix 4.

grey

327

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

195/8.2.4 Involving local communities in developing our policies and services is essential to achieving the Core Strategy’s Local Plan's vision, objectives and policies. grey

328

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

196/8.2.7 Last sentence - replace '680' with '820' This change 

has been 

superseded by 

a very minor 

change  (see 

row 125 of very 

minor changes 

spreadsheet)

Orange 

and yellow 

(very 

minor 

changes 

spreadshe

et). 

329

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

196/8.2.8 Delete 8.2.8 and replace with the following paragraphs: “ The Council has developed an Infrastructure Delivery Plan schedule (Appendix 4), which sets out the infrastructure and services that are needed to 

deliver the Core Strategy as well as other Local Development Framework documents. The schedule sets out who is responsible for delivery, funding and timescales, where these are known. It also includes 

a contingency plan where possible, should the amount of growth and locations in the borough vary, or if funding is not secured. The schedule also indicates how the identified infrastructure is linked to 

strategic policies. 

While the schedule is detailed, it is not exhaustive of all infrastructure likely to be needed in the borough in the plan period. Other items may be required, as appropriate, in response to new development in 

the borough or new emerging issues.  In many cases, the confirmation of funding for infrastructure is limited to the short term, however, it is still necessary to include details of medium to long term 

infrastructure priorities even where funding has not yet been confirmed. To ensure that funding arrangements are fully identified and the proposed infrastructure to support growth

 is implemented in a timely fashion, the Council has identified a network of service providers to meet regularly to 

monitor the progress and keep under review the infrastructure needs and delivery of identified projects.  

This project list will be reviewed regularly to ensure infrastructure delivery meets Core Strategy growth requirements 

and to accommodate any changes to the national and regional framework ."  

No Green

and 

orange

330

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

196/change to new text of 8.2.8 The Council has developed an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (Appendix 4), which sets out the infrastructure and services that are needed to deliver the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies and other 

Local Development Framework Local Plan documents. 

grey

331

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

196/8.2.8 This project list will be reviewed regularly to ensure infrastructure delivery meets Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies growth requirements . grey

332

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

197/8.2.11 The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is the key document, to which all the other LDF Local Plan documents relate. In order to manage development and make decisions on planning 

applications, it is supported by the Development Management DPD, Sites Allocation DPD, and the Sustainable Design and Construction SPD.

grey

333

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

198/8.2.12 Insert at beginning of paragraph the following text: “ The Council will expect developers to contribute to the reasonable costs of new infrastructure made necessary by their development proposals through 

the use of planning obligations and its replacements such as the Community Infrastructure Levy ”.

No Green

334

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

198/8.2.13 Amend last sentence as follows: 'Guidance is provided in SPG10a The Negotiation, Management and Monitoring of Planning Obligations (2006) until adoption of the Development Management DPD.' No Orange

335

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

198/8.2.15 Insert "and policing facilities"  to the end of  the 4th bullet point of paragraph 8.2.15. No Pink 12/2/8.2

336

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

198/8.2.16 In considering planning obligations, the Council will take into account economic viability, the full range of benefits provided by a development and the extent to which it contributes towards delivering the 

objectives of this Core Strategy Local Plan: : Strategic Policies and other planning policies. 

grey
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8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

199/8.2.17 Delete paragraph 8.2.17 and replace with the following paragraphs: "Community Infrastructure Levy 

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) regulations which came into force in April 2010 is a proposed new tariff which the London Borough of Haringey intends to use to charge on most forms of new 

development. The planning obligations under Section 106 will be scaled back from 2014 onwards only to be used for mitigation of impacts which arise directly from the proposed development. Affordable 

housing obligations will still be covered by Section 106.  

The Council is currently working towards introducing a CIL rate and aim to prepare a Community Infrastructure Levy charging schedule by 2013.   CIL will be closely linked to the infrastructure provision as 

set out in Appendix 4.

In setting its rates, the Council will take into account various factors, including the potential effect of CIL upon the economic viability of development. The Council will also take into account the Mayoral CIL 

for Cross-Rail when adopted in April 2012.  

The Council monitors the Section 106 negotiations and agreements, and the outcomes are reported in the Annual 

Monitoring Report. The Council will develop a CIL monitoring system. The Council will also meet service providers 

regularly to monitor the progress of infrastructure projects and keep under review the infrastructure needs. The 

Council will also ensure that a process and timetable for delivery of infrastructure remains in place and that contributions 

are monitored and distributed as developments are implemented."

Yes. This 

supersedes 

comment to 

Reg 27 ref no. 

14/20/8.2 and 

46/6/8.2

Green

338

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

199/new Para before 8.2.18 CIL will be closely linked to the infrastructure provision as set out in Appendix 4 of the Core Strategy 

Local Plan: Strategic Policies.

grey

339

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

199/8.2.20 The Council is working with neighbouring boroughs and the wider north London sub-region to ensure that Haringey’s Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies takes accounts of their plans and 

programmes as well as the spending and delivery plans of regional bodies such as the LDA and TfL.

grey

340

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200/8.2.23 Delete first paragraph of 8.2.23 and replace with the following paragraphs: “ Monitoring is a key component of the planning system. PPS12 on Local Spatial Planning requires that Core Strategies must set 

out clear arrangements for monitoring the effectiveness of policies in meeting plan objectives. Under the Town And Country Planning (Local Development Regulations) 2004, planning authorities are 

required to prepare an Annual Monitoring Report. LDFs need to be reviewed regularly to assess how well their policies and proposals are being implemented and to ensure that they are up to date. 

Monitoring provides the objective basis necessary for such reviews. The monitoring targets and indicators set out in Appendix 3 will be used to monitor the delivery of each strategic policy. The indicators 

have been specifically selected to address every policy as far as possible. All indicators and targets will be subject to periodic review through the Annual Monitoring process". Each year the Council’s AMR 

will:  

No Green

341

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200/8.2.23 Insert additional bullet point to list of bullet points to read as follows: “Monitor community infrastructure provision as set out in the Council’s Infrastructure Delivery Plan”. No Green

342

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200/8.2.23 PPS12 on Local Spatial Planning requires that Core Strategies Local Plans must set out clear arrangements for monitoring the effectiveness of policies in meeting plan objectives. grey

343

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200/last bullet of 8.2.23 Assess the performance of the Core Strategy policies Local Plan: Strategic Policies and other policy documents, as set out in the Council’s Local Development Scheme; • Make sure the context and 

evidence behind our Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is still relevant.

grey
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344

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200 After 8.2.23 insert two new paragraphs as follows: " The process of annual monitoring will enable the Council to assess whether or not the objectives of the Core Strategy are being met. If it is found that 

objectives are not being met, and the Council has explored the identified risk and contingency plans, then the Council may seek an early review of the relevant Core Strategy policy. 

The Council have a commitment to monitor the amount of growth in Haringey and any potential impact on services.  We will continue to work with our partners to ensure the critical infrastructure and services 

to support new growth are provided.  The progress in delivery of infrastructure projects will be reviewed together with the Annual Monitoring Report. The Council will meet service providers regularly to keep 

under review the infrastructure needs and monitor the progress of infrastructure projects. The schedule and its update versions will also be considered as key evidence for future Development Plan 

Documents where the requirement for infrastructure, and priorities, would be reviewed in relation to the DPD it supports." 

No Green

345

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200/new paragraph after 8.2.23 The process of annual monitoring will enable the Council to assess whether or not the objectives of the  Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies are being met. If it is found that objectives are not being 

met, and the Council has explored the identified risk and contingency plans, then the Council may seek an early review of the relevant Core Strategy policy strategic policy.

grey

346

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200 Insert new paragraph after 8.2.23 to read as follows: "SP17 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy. The Annual Monitoring Report 

will be used to assess the performance of the policy, measured using a list of indicators as set out in Appendix 3."

No Purple

347

8.2 SP 17 Delivering and 

Monitoring the Core 

Strategy 

200/after 8.2.33 SP17 will be monitored regularly to ensure effective delivery of its aims and objectives over the life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

348 9.1 Appendix 1 202/9.1.1 The table below shows which policies within the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies replace those within Haringey’s Unitary Development Plan (2006). grey

349 9.1 Appendix 1 202/9.1.2 table Policies superseded by Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies grey

350 9.2 Appendix 2 207 Insert new table alongside graph. See Matter 11, Issue 11.1, paragraph 1.5 for table. No Green

351 9.3 Appendix 3 New after 207 -appendix title Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies Monitoring Targets and Indicators grey

352 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207 The indicators below will be used to monitor the aims and objectives of the strategic policies to ensure effective delivery of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. The indicators may change over 

the lifetime of the plan, in response to changes in national, regional or local legislation. The Annual Monitoring Report will use the targets and indicators to assess the performance of each policy. The key 

infrastructure which will support the delivery of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies is set out in Appendix 4 (Infrastructure Delivery Plan).

grey

353 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/ SP1 box Over the life time of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, the plan will respond to the challenges posed by population growth, land availability and sustainable growth.  grey

354 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/SP2 box Over the life time of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, the plan aims to provide a sufficient amount of suitable, affordable and high quality designed housing to meet the diverse needs of the 

borough’s residents.

grey

355 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/SP3 box The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will protect existing sites and pitches for Gypsies and Travellers, provide additional four pitches up to 2017, identify future needs and ensure provision of 

adequate and appropriate services and infrastructure.

grey

356 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/SP4 box Over the life time of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, the plan responds to the challenges posed by climate change by reducing energy use and CO2 emissions from developments and 

working towards a low carbon borough.  

grey

357 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/SP5 box Over the life time of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, the plan will respond to the challenges posed by flooding and water management through attenuation of rainwater and management of 

potential flooding from surface water and fluvial waters. Monitoring of this is to be carried out by the local planning authority and figures published in the AMR 

grey

358 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/ SP6 box Over the life time of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies, the plan responds to national targets for sustainable waste management and regional requirements for site identification and policy 

development for waste management for the London Plan apportionment.

grey

359 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207 / SP 7 box The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will promote sustainable travel and aim to ensure all development is properly integrated with all forms of transport. grey

360 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/SP10 box The Council will seek to support and promote the borough’s hierarchy of town centres as existing successful and vibrant town centres and places that will attract new businesses, jobs and homes during the 

life of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies

grey

361 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207 /SP14 box The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies will seek to improve the health and well being of all residents in Haringey. As a cross cutting policy SP14 will also be monitored through indicators relating 

to other policies including SP2, SP13, SP15.

grey

362 9.3 Appendix 3 new after 207/SP16 box The Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies aims to improve and enhance community facilities in the borough. grey

363 9.3 Appendix 3 New after 207/ SP17 box Strategic Policy 17: Delivering and Monitoring the Core Strategy  The Council will work with its partners to deliver the vision, objectives and policies of the Core Strategy Local Plan: Strategic Policies. grey

364 9.3 Appendix 3 208 Amend title of Section 9.3: Delete "Key Infrastructure Programmes and Projects”  and replace with "Infrastructure Delivery Plan ” No Green

365 9.3 Appendix 3 208 Delete the last sentence of paragraph 9.3.4 and replace with the following:

"The Council has worked with key partners to inform the Infrastructure Delivery Plan, and the resulting key infrastructure programmes and projects which are identified in the following table, to ensure that 

the expectations which are set out are realistic and deliverable, especially in this time of economic uncertainty ". 

No Pink 21/5/9.3

366
9.5 Appendix 5 224 Insert new definition for Affordable Rent: "Rented housing let by registered providers of social housing to households who are eligible for social rented housing. Affordable Rent is not subject to the national 

rent regime but is subject to other rent controls that require a rent of no more than 80 per cent of the local market rent" 

No Green

367

9.5 Appendix 5 224 Insert new definition for Area of Change: "these are areas with considerable potential for growth, though on a lesser scale than growth areas. These areas are appropriately located to support growth and 

contain identified sites which are available and suitable for development ."   

No Purple

368 9.5 Appendix 5 226 Include "pubs and post offices" in the definition of Community Facilities. No Purple

369
9.5 Appendix 5 228 Insert new definition for Health Impact Assessment (HIA)  to read as follows: “A process for ensuring that land use and planning decision making at all levels consider the potential impacts of decisions on 

health and health inequalities. The assessment identifies actions that can enhance positive effects and reduce or eliminate negative effects” . 

No Green

370
9.5 Appendix 5 228 Amend definition of Growth Area to add new sentence at end to read as follows: "In Haringey, there are two including Tottenham Hale, Opportunity Area, and Haringey Heartlands, Area of Intensification" No Green
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371

9.5 Appendix 5 229/new definition Local Development Framework: Statutory plans produced by each borough that comprise a portfolio of development plan documents including a core strategy, proposals and a series of area action plans.

Local Plans: 

The plan for the future development of the local area, drawn up by the local planning authority in consultation with the community. In law this is described as the development plan documents 

adopted under the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. Current core strategies or other planning policies, which under the regulations would be considered to be development plan 

documents, form part of the Local Plan. The term includes old policies

grey

372

9.5 Appendix 5 230/new definition National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)

Sets out Government’s planning policies for England and how they are expected to be applied. The NPPF replaces 44 planning documents, primarily Planning Policy Statements (PPS) and 

Planning Policy Guidance (PPGs), which previously formed Government policy towards planning

grey

373 9.5 Appendix 5 230 Planning Policy Statements/Guidance (PPPs/PPGs): These are Government statements of national planning policy. grey

374
9.5 Appendix 5 231 Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA): An assessment of land availability for housing which informs the London Plan and borough local development documents, as set out in  section 48 

of the NPPF  Planning Policy Statement 3: Housing (PPS3)

grey

375

9.5 Appendix 5 232 Agree to include definition of tall buildings in the Glossary to read as follows: "The Council has adopted the definition of Tall and Large Buildings as those which are substantially taller than their neighbours, 

have a significant impact on the skyline, are of 10 storeys and over or are otherwise larger than the threshold sizes set for referral to the Mayor of London, as set out in the draft replacement London Plan 

policy 7.7".  This definition will also be set out in the supporting text of SP11 Design.  

Yes  this 

supersedes  a 

change made  

in schedule of  

proposed minor 

changes 

15/28/6.1

Turquoise 133/4/9.5

376 Appendix X Insert new appendix entitled Core Strategy Monitoring Targets and Indicators. This will include tables setting out monitoring targets and indicators for each strategic policy. No Purple

377

CIL (Community 

Infrastructure 

12; 19; 21 Proposed replacement of Table 3.1, clarity of identifying numbers of GPs within the borough, numbers of GPs needed for new development in particular in growth areas and linking this back to the Core 

Strategy statement on GP requirements on page 168, paragraph 7.1.20

Yes, this 

supersedes 

response to 

Matter 9, 9.8, 

paragraph 9.1 

and 9.2.

Orange

378

1.2 Haringey in London 

and north London  

1.2.6 Amend 3rd  sentence as follows: The western end of the Gateway abuts the eastern end of north London. It includes Stratford, just beyond the sub-regional boundary , which will have an with its High Speed 

One international station on the Channel Tunnel rail link and will generate 30,000 jobs up to 2016

NO. This is a 

factual update 

from TFL

In line with 

TFL's 

comments 

August 

2012

379

2.1 Haringey's Spatial 

Strategy

fig 2.1 Change location of rail stations in fig 2.1  as they are currently incorrect. NO. This is a 

factual update 

from TFL

In line with 

TFL's 

comments 

August 

2012

380

9.4 Appendix 4 page 214 Delete 6th row of table NO. This is a 

factual update 

from TFL

In line with 

TFL's 

comments 

August 

2012

9.4 Appendix 4 page 215 Delete 1st row of table No. This is a 

factual update 

from TFL

In line with 

TFL's 

comments 

August 

2012

Key

Pink Post submission changes from post 

submission spreadsheet 

Brown Changes proposed by the Council  

to SP2 and SP8 as a result of the 

affordable Housing Viability Study 

(2010)

Green Changes proposed from SoCG and 

Council's response to the Matters 

and Issues (2011)

Purple Changes proposed from EiP 2011

Turquoise Changes made as a result of the 

focussed consultation  on schedule 

of minor amendments
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Peach Changes made as a result of the 

additional consultation on the CS 

Fundamental Changes document 

(CSSD-03) and Sustainability 

Appraisal November 2011

Orange LBH editorial amendment to reflect 

London plan. March 2012 

Grey To reflect NPPF (taken from 

appendix to council's topic paper)

Red (ish) In line with TFL's comments August 

2012
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